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Abstract
Many institutions in the higher education sector now propose courses fully available
through interactive web pages. The rise of such courses encouraged multiple research
endeavors to leverage data that can be automatically collected from these courses to
study how students learn in online contexts.

The subject of our work comes from the observation that there is a knowledge
gap about the specific details of how students navigate courses available through
web pages.

This study thus illustrates how analyzing fine-grained data about students’ brows-
ing can improve our understanding of how they learn online courses. We show that
such analysis can shed light on fundamental aspects of students’ learning processes,
mainly what knowledge they acquire and how they acquire it.

For that purpose, we collected data from an introductory programming course
given at Aalto University. We also created an interpretable model that defines
students’ browsing as a sequence of two simple actions: reading and moving. We
specialized these two actions further by leveraging our previous knowledge about
students’ behaviors and the structure of the course studied. The model also introduces
several new concepts such as ordering and position of material elements as well as
distance traveled.

We then computed several statistics related to different dimensions of the model
and which leverage the new concepts introduced. Using the computed statistics, we
predicted students dropping out of the course.

Our results show that: (1) analyzing the distribution and the relationship between
these statistics gives significant insights into students’ relationship with the course,
and (2) allows us to predict at least 80% of students dropping out of the course
during the first weeks with a minimum of 82% accuracy. Our findings imply that the
way students navigate an online course is predictive of their interest in the course
and suggest that further research in this area is necessary.
Keywords Learning analytics , educational data mining , machine learning
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Education is the most powerful
weapon which you can use to change
the world

—Nelson Mandela

The place of technology is growing in our society, and there is a higher need
for efficiently training computer scientists with the necessary knowledge to solve
more and more complex problems. We can find these problems in a wide variety
of domains and impact every aspect of our daily life. The most common way to
acquire the needed knowledge is to pursue a higher education degree in the field. A
computer science degree gives students the theoretical background to solve concrete
problems using abstract concepts and the practical experience to design and develop
solutions to these problems. However, in most parts of the world, the demand for
talented workers is increasing faster than the number of graduates. In this scenario,
two causes are at play. The first obstacle is the low number of people considering
the computer science path. The second obstacle comes from a set of difficulties
encountered during the higher education period. Institutions need to attract more
students to the field. They must also better support their development and increase
the number of graduates. In that regard, this work, conducted under the context
of my master’s thesis at Aalto University, adds a small contribution to our general
progress in a positive direction.

1.1 Research context
We categorize our study under educational research, and in particular, computing
education. Educational research focuses on improving the general quality of education.
Such research targets a wide range of domains and relies on methodologies from
multiple fields of sciences. Within educational research, computing education aims
at improving the learning (by students) and the teaching (by educational teams)
of computing (e.g., programming) and aspects closely related to it (e.g., software
engineering practices).

11
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Our research focuses mainly on understanding students’ learning processes and
answering research questions such as: what are students’ learning behaviors? How
do they study? How do they acquire knowledge? What are their study habits?
Students’ learning is a complex process that involves many aspects: students’ habits,
students’ psychology, students’ previous background, and many others. Because of
these multiple aspects, research trying to understand students’ learning behaviors
is conducted in the disciplines linked to these aspects. For instance, for computing
education, questions related to students’ learning processes are often linked to how
students learn to program.

This research can target different levels of education, from elementary school
to the higher education sector. However, research targetting the university level
is the most important one. It can be performed at different periods. For instance,
studies can observe students throughout their studies or observe students’ behaviors
in particular courses. Many such courses offer their content through dynamic and
interactive web pages hosted on different university platforms. The community also
refers to these web pages as e-textbooks. The advent of these e-textbooks allows
researchers to collect data about students’ usage. The collected data can then be
analyzed to provide insights into different aspects of students’ learning processes.

Through a better understanding of students’ learning processes, one concrete
proposal for improving the quality of education is to relate our insights to measures
of academic performance and subsequently design intervention procedures to improve
the academic performance defined. One example applied at the course level is the
procedure of preventing students from dropping out. In that procedure, we leverage
data collected from online courses to understand how students learn. We then build
predictive models of students dropping out, models which leverage information about
students learning patterns. Using the following successful predictive models, we can
design intervention procedures to prevent future dropouts in advance.

1.2 Objective and research questions
One crucial question linked to our understanding of students’ learning processes is:
how do students leverage the contents of online courses? We believe that answerring
this question can shed lights on fundamental aspects of students’ learning, mainly
what knowledge they acquire and how they acquire it. However, previous work did
not address this question with sufficient attention, as we will show in our literature
review.

This thesis aims to illustrate how we can better answer this question and relate the
insights to a measure of academic performance For that purpose, the thesis proposes
to leverage fine-grained browsing data to analyze students’ browsing interactions in
online environments. The thesis then demonstrates how to leverage this data on a
specific course instance to answer research questions.

Research questions. The objective of the thesis is realized through answering
the following research questions:
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RQ1 How do students browse online courses’ learning resources?

RQ2 How do students’ browsing patterns relate to their course performance, defined
as them dropping out of the course?

We answer the research questions by analyzing interaction logs recorded during
the first four weeks of an introductory programming course. We deliberately chose
the first four weeks, as we are interested in identifying students at risk of dropping
out from their studies early on. To answer the first research question, we study
students’ browsing behaviors when navigating the course. In particular, we look
from the perspective of students’ actions, movements, and time usage. To answer the
second research question, we investigate the extent to which we can identify students
who are likely to drop out of the course during the first four weeks. For that purpose,
we leverage statistics of students’ browsing behaviors, obtained for answering the
first research question, for training, and evaluating machine learning models. In that
regard, it is thus necessary to note that this thesis does not look at possible reasons
explaining why students drop out. The scope of the work is limited to determining
whether or not we can identify students dropping out using the browsing data. We
leave the search for possible explanations for future work.

1.3 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows.

Related work. We start with a general overview of the research topic. We refer to
this topic as predicting academic performance. Even if the name seems to focus on
the predictive aspect, it still encompasses the analyzes of different types of data to
understand students’ learning processes. This chapter concludes with the rationale
for the thesis.

Data. The next chapter focuses on the data leveraged in our study. It presents the
specific context (i.e., the course) from which we collected the data and how we collected
the data. Moreover, it also introduces a model that helps better conceptualize how
students browsed the online course.

Methods. We divided the methods chapter into two sections addressing the first
and the second research questions. In the first section, we perform different analyzes
of the model of students browsing the course. In each analysis, we compute multiple
statistics that give different insights into students’ browsing patterns. In the second
section of the chapter, we tackle the problem of detecting students dropping out. We
formulate the problem as a multi-task problem that we solve by relying on machine
learning techniques.

It is interesting to note that the structure of the data and methods chapter follows
in some close aspects the general data mining processing pipeline, illustrated in
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figure 1.1. The data chapter corresponds mainly to the data collection and data
preprocessing part of the mining process, while the methods chapter corresponds to
the analytical processing phase.

Figure 1.1: The data mining processing pipeline.
Data mining: the TextBook [2].

Findings. In the findings chapter, we present the results obtained for answering
each research question. In the first section, we look at the distributions of the
statistics computed in each type of analysis performed. In the second section, we
show the performance results of the machine learning models trained for solving the
problem of detecting students dropping out in the first few weeks.

Discussion. Following the statements of our observations, the discussion chapter
gives our interpretation and possible explanations of the corresponding results for
each research problem. Finally, it relates the work conducted with past studies.

Conclusions. The final chapter concludes this thesis with an overview of the
present and future works by summarizing the research conducted, outlining the
practical implications, and giving possible directions for future research.



Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter, we review work related to predicting academic performance. This
review does not intend to be exhaustive and does not cover the whole literature on
the subject. Instead, it tries to give the reader an overview of the main discoveries
articulated by past and recent research. We hope that armed with this background
information the reader will better understand where we situate the thesis within the
existing knowledge. For that matter, the review focuses mainly (but not exclusively)
on a selection of important papers, that is, articles recognized for their quality in
the subject, i.e., studies cited many times. The review emphasizes the importance
of the related research questions by referring to several smaller studies agreeing or
contradicting the main arguments and conclusions.

Predicting student performance is a large area of educational research, and one
can easily get lost in the literature when considering the subject. First, studies can
look at different performance metrics; however, there is no widely agreed definition
for these metrics. Generally, the criteria match the context of the study. However,
the contexts vary drastically. Mainly, the course level (e.g., university, high school,
primary school), the mean of communication (online, face-to-face, or blended), the
population, and institutional factors can differ almost entirely from study to study.
Moreover, the methodology employed depends on all the previous factors.

Given the context of this thesis, we restricted the scope of the review according
to the following criteria: we refer to performance as any measure of student success
(pass/fail), grade, or retention/dropout in classical, blended, or online learning courses
contexts. This definition also includes the related question of predicting students
at risk. For this reason, we will give particular attention to introductory courses
offered at the university level because the freshman year is a decisive and challenging
transitional period for most students. Papers focusing on introductory or early
courses generally try to reach students who struggle as early as possible. We did not
impose the use of any specific feature type nor methodologies.

We divided the review into two main sections. In the first section, we present a
broad overview that discusses the problem of predicting academic performance. We
structured this overview chronologically to articulate how research about predicting
academic performance has developed through time. In the second part, we perform

15
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a systematic literature review that focuses on very recent progress in the subject. In
particular, we look exclusively at studies leveraging log-like data in the context of
introductory courses given at the university level. The chapter then concludes with
the rationale for the thesis.

2.1 Predicting academic performance
In this section, we present our overview of the general problem of predicting academic
performance. We start with an analysis of the components of research conducted
before or at the beginning of the 21st century. Then, we explain the transition that
is still undergoing in the research community.

2.1.1 Predicting academic performance in the past
Research on predicting academic performance dates back up as early as the 1900s.
Many important articles were published before the 21st century, with several of them
written in the united states by large and now renowned educational institutions.

We start our overview by looking at past research. We will narrow down the time
interval and focus on studies performed between 1980 and early 2000 (2003 being
the upper limit). Our objective is to present the general thematic of past studies
and to outline the methodologies used in the corresponding articles. By highlighting
the different elements that are typical to early research, we will better emphasize, in
the following subsections, the transition that is currently ongoing.

Effects of psychological factors on academic performance

We identified the common factors studied in the past from our reading of the literature.
These factors related mainly to students’ psychological traits and were often combined
with background information such as demographical, social, or health data.

Self-efficacy was the most prominent variable employed. Albert Bandura in-
troduced the self-efficacy theory and the related model in 1977 [3]. In his work,
he defined self-efficacy as "an individual’s belief in his or her capacity to execute
behaviors necessary to produce specific performance attainments". Several studies
confirmed later the existence of a link between self-efficacy and students’ academic
performance. For instance, Lent et al. [4] found a significant correlation between
engineering students’ self-efficacy, as measured by two different scales, and several
grade measures, including previous scores (high school GPA) and subsequent (1
year after the survey completion) college exams grade. Their results suggested that
students who believed more in their ability to overcome academic challenges are
more persistent (i.e., less likely to drop out of school) and are more likely to achieve
higher marks.

A subsequent study [5] confirmed the effective predictive capabilities of academic
self-efficacy on another cohort of undergraduate engineering students. The study
also analyzed the interactions of gender and ethnicity on academic performance. The
researchers found that a student’s ethnicity and other variables are indirectly related
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to academic performance through their direct influence on self-efficacy. They also
found that positive outcome expectations and perceived encouragement received from
faculty members were linked to high self-efficacy. On the contrary, high levels of stress
and faculty discouragement were predictors of low self-efficacy. Their results suggest
that students’ state of mind when entering university influences their performance
and their experience.

Chemers et al. [6] proposed an explicit model of interactions between different
factors including academic self-efficacy, academic performance, and adjustment of first-
year undergraduate students. Predictor variables self-efficacy, optimism, and previous
academic performance were related to moderator variables (academic expectations
and challenge-threat perception) and the predicted variables: academic performance,
health-related variables, and personal adjustment. Their results suggest that students
who believe in their abilities (self-efficacy), who are more optimistic, confront their
educational journey as a challenge, and have high achievement expectations benefit
from multiple positive outcomes: they obtain better results, adapt better to new
environments, and experience fewer health-related problems.

Another psychological factor often studied in the literature is personality. The
related research used different subsets of personality traits to characterize students
in their population. However, not all personality traits are predictive of academic
performance, and the predictive personality traits are not all equally significant. In a
two year longitudinal study, Chamorro et al. [7] assessed the relationship between the
Big-5 personality traits (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and
neuroticism), cognitive ability, and academic performance, as defined both by overall
exam grades and in-class performance assessment. They found that conscientiousness
and introversion were the two best predictors of student academic performance. Their
results also suggested that intelligence (cognitive ability) is only linked to in-class
performance.

Methodologies used in articles

Let us now discuss the methodologies employed in past articles.
Research fell under the domain of educational psychology and could be categorized

as longitudinal observational studies. These research endeavours were typically
conducted over a long period ranging from 1 semester [8] to a few years [9] [4], where
researchers followed a fixed population of students.

The participants of such studies were often taken from a specific academic field
such as science and engineering [8]. The academic performance metric studied was
adapted to reflect students’ success at the end of (e.g., exam grades [9]) or throughout
the study period.

In the previous part, we presented the most studied predictive factors of academic
performance in past work, related mainly to the student’s psychological, demograph-
ical, social, and health traits. However, these factors only constituted a subset of
the collection of variables included in the studies. Indeed, not only did past studies
look at the effects of the included variables on academic performance, but they also
looked at correlation and or predictive relationships between some of the included
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variables themselves. The proposed relationships sometimes formed an explicit hy-
pothesized model. These models were often refined and extended by subsequent
articles. Moreover, academic performance was not the only predicted variable. Mul-
tiple studies not only drew links between factors and academic performance, but also
between the different factors and other sociological aspects such as career indecision
[4], psychological constructs such as belief about intelligence [7], or background
information such as ethnicity [7]. As we have seen, one can use different variables
(collectively or individually) to measure the same specific constituent. For instance,
collectively, the big-5 traits are a representation of someone’s personality. Some
studies assessed academic performance using different individual (and sometimes
independent) measures, for example, self-rated academic performance and faculty
rated performance [4].

Researchers obtained measures of the psychological and social variables employed
in their studies using scales. We identified three different levels of scale adoption: scale
development, scale adaptation, or scale reuse. With scale development, researchers
create a custom scale from scratch for their study [8] [4]. The developed scales
must respect good practices to be reliable and avoid the introduction of bias. Scale
adaptation consists in reusing a scale developed in past research and adapt it to match
the context and goal of the current study. For instance, a questionnaire measuring
self-efficacy for engineering students should be adapted to match art students. The
last option consists in using a previously developed scale entirely, without modifying
it [8]. We noticed that the method employed for scale adoption depends on how
well the variable measured was studied in the past. For instance, self-efficacy is
often measured by custom scales [8], or by adopting scales from previous studies
[5], to better match the context of the current one. Personality traits, on the other
hand, are often measured using well-known verified and approved questionnaires. For
instance, to determine students’ personalities based on the big-5 factors, Furnham et
al. [9] used The NEO Five-Factor Inventory, a renowned item questionnaire.

Researchers then distribute the questionnaires to the participants. However, in
some studies (e.g., [9]), the academic staff evaluated themselves, for each student,
the ratings of certain variables, not the students. Some studies even administered
surveys multiple times, usually at the beginning and the end of the period of interest.
For instance, Lent et al. [8] distributed surveys at the beginning and the end of the
class agenda.

2.1.2 Effects of big data on predicting academic performance
We have just seen that past research for predicting academic performance was tightly
coupled to the field of psychology. Researchers drew many links between different
psychological and background variables. They also discovered multiple relationships
between these variables and students’ academic performance.

However, collecting psychological information about students is a long and incon-
venient process. The particularity with psychological factors is that the data could
not be easily collected. Researchers can relatively quickly obtain background and
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information such as previous academic performance, gender, or age from university
records. On the contrary, as we just discussed, to obtain psychological attributes,
intelligence measures, and other similar factors, one principally needs to employ
surveys. However, in that scenario, multiple factors slow down the research process:
the development or adaptation of the scales, the distribution of the questionnaires,
their completion by the students (or teachers), and their analysis.

Moreover, this approach is biased when trying to detect students with lower
academic performance (independently of the metric). Indeed, students doing well in
school are more likely to answer the surveys than students who struggle academically.
Therefore, the samples of students participating in the studies are not representative
of the whole population.

We are observing a change (beginning of 2000 to now) in interest in the factors
studied for predicting of academic performance. Indeed, research is looking more
and more into data that can be automatically extracted and processed. This shift
is due to three complementary reasons. First, there is a change in the way the
higher education sector offers courses. Classical face-to-face teachings make way
to blended and fully online courses, thanks to technological advances. In parallel,
many institutions are adopting learning management systems (LMS), also commonly
referred to as web-based education or e-learning systems. Typically, learning man-
agement systems centralize a selection of online resources (organized into courses)
into an online interface while collecting in parallel data about the users’ (mainly
students) interactions with these resources. The related databases store, for each
student, high-level statistics such as the time spent online, the number of discussions
participated, or assessment trials, which gives rise to a consequent amount of available
information. There is an inherent association between the features used and the
methodology adopted for predicting performance. Therefore the shift through time
in the feature being studied in turn affects the methodologies employed. Data mining
techniques are now being used to extract the relevant information from the data
collected from learning management systems or other similar systems. In this mining
pipeline, researchers often use machine learning methods to predict different academic
performance measures and subsequently improve the learning outcomes through the
design of remedial intervention procedures. Past studies did not usually develop pre-
diction models of students’ academic performance using the factors studied. Instead,
they mainly leveraged hierarchical regression techniques.

Two sub-disciplines of the educational research field arose from this transformation:
educational data mining (EDM) and learning analytics (LA). Educational data mining
research uses data mining techniques for analyzing data from educational systems for
educational purposes. Research is focused on how to extract meaningful information
or patterns from the data. On the other hand, learning analytics research is interested
in how to leverage this information to improve learning outcomes. Predicting student
performance is one of the main objectives of learning analytics.
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2.1.3 Harvesting log-like data
We will refer to log-like data as all types of information that can be extracted from
systems automatically collecting students’ interactions with a learning environment.
Conceptually, such information is indicative of students behaviors in the corresponding
environment. Harvesting this type of data is very promising. Indeed, not only can this
information be used at a high level to build prediction models of student performances,
but a more detailed analysis also draws concrete and relevant insights on students’
conduct when learning. In this subsection, we present some of the main results and
conclusions that research harvesting log-like data drew. Specifically, we focus on
data collected from learning management systems, as they are the most prominent
log data collection mechanisms.

Learning management systems contain valuable information

Minaei-Bidgoli et al. [10] had already shown in 2003 that information extracted from
web-based systems could be used to classify students into different performance groups.
This classification could, in turn, enable educational teams to identify students in
need of intervention. In their study, the researchers classified 227 students from an
introductory physics course taken at the Michigan State University into different
groups (2, 3, and 9 groups). The data used was extracted from the LON-CAPA
learning management system and consisted of high-level statistics about the comple-
tion of the course assignments. Such information included: success rate, success at
the first try, number of attempts before correct answer, time spent on problems, and
count of online interaction with other students. They combined multiple popular
classifiers on the normalized data, including a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and a
decision tree. Finally, they employed a genetic algorithm to optimize the combination
of classifiers. They found that their best classifier could reach high accuracy (95
%) on the two-group classification task. However, performances degraded when
considering more groups: 72% and 62 % for three groups classification and nine
groups classification. Moreover, when looking at the most significant features, they
found that the total number of correct answers (i.e., the correctness) and the total
number of tries are the main predictors of academic success. Several following papers
would confirm the last observation.

Macfadyen et al. [11] insisted even further on the possible benefits of mining
learning management systems. They collected their data from an online biology
course given at the University of British Columbia. The researchers extracted data
from the school’s learning management system BB Vista. The leveraged online
discussion communication logs for network analysis and high-level statistics about
resources used for predictive analytics.

When analyzing the graph of communications on the course discussion forum,
the researchers identified a distinctive pattern in the graph structure. They found
that high-performing students were connected (i.e., they discussed and interacted)
with numerous other students, and these other students were also likely to be high-
performing. Conversely, they found that low-performing students communicated
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less with others, and the majority of the peers in their communication network were
also low-performing students. Also, the teacher occupied a central position in the
class interaction graph. Their results proved that such network analysis provides
meaningful information to educational teams, which can then implement action
measures to remodel the interaction and communication graph and improve learning
outcomes.

Concerning predicting student performance, a univariate correlation analysis
identified a subset of features associated with course performance and confirmed the
hypothesis that not all features are relevant for predictions. The correlated features
were linked to the instructors’ intentions (e.g., number of assessments finished), to
the design and the usage of functionalities of the online course (e.g., number of visits
to grading page or progress page, number of users of a search function), and to the
measurement of time on various tasks (e.g., time spent on the assignment). However,
the researchers found that only three of the correlated variables were statistically
significant for predicting students’ final performance. These variables were the number
of forum postings, mail messages sent, and assessments completed. Additionally,
a simple logistic regression using these three variables could predict successfully
with 70 % accuracy which students were at risk. They defined students at risk as
students whose final grade in the course was below 60 %. This definition included
students who failed the course (grade below 50%) and students who barely succeeded
at the exam (grade between 50 % and 60 %). Therefore, the study implies that
students’ contribution to the online discussion, students’ attention to administrative
details, and students’ willingness to improve and engage with the materials are three
predictive variables of students’ success in an online course.

The most important conclusion from the research is that the predictive power
of a feature extracted from a LMS depends on the instructional context, that is,
the course website design (which tools are available) together with the pedagogical
goals/intentions (how they intended the tools to be used). This conclusion further
suggests two things. First, there is a link between the quality of the design of online
materials and students’ success in a course. As such, research about improving online
materials is tightly coupled and necessary for research related to predicting student
performance. Second, predictive models should be developed at the course level since
the knowledge of instructional context must be included in the analysis to extract
the relevant data and infer meaningful results. The latter conclusion will be the main
point of an important article by Gasevic et al. [12] published later.

The research community agrees that learning management systems are relevant
sources of information for predicting students’ performance. However, not all studies
agree on the effect of certain features on the predictions and how we can interpret the
relevance of these features. This problem is mainly due to the significant contextual
differences and the lack of a theoretical framework.

In a well-cited paper from 2012, Peregrina et al. [13] insisted on the importance
of a ground basis for learning analytics research. In their formulation, log-data
represents interactions between multiple agents (students, teaching assistants, pro-
fessors) in a complex environment (the course). However, there is no consensus
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(agreement/framework) in the research community on which interactions should
be extracted, i.e., which specific data types are meaningful for predicting student
performances. Therefore, they proposed three classifications of interaction/log data
based on their literature study. They subsequently analyzed the relationship between
each classification type and student academic performance on eight different courses
at the university level. First, they found a positive correlation for all interaction types.
Second, their backward linear regression analysis revealed that the most relevant fea-
tures for predicting course grades were student-teacher interactions, student-student
interactions, student assessments, and active online participation. However, they
found that passive interactions and student-content (e.g., browsing) interactions were
not significant indicators of academic performance. However, as the authors stated
themselves, it is still unclear how each interaction type affects the results since the
paper analyzed the impact of each interaction type based only on their nature and
not on their intrinsic content.

For instance, contradicting Peregrina, Leppänen et al. [14] discovered that the
relative time each web element was visible on the student screen, which is a type
of student-content interaction, could be used to predict student performance. The
researchers investigated multiple academic performance metrics: assignment grades,
the exam grade, the total grade, and student at-risk/student not at risk. They relied
on machine learning models to successfully predict the grade and the student success
in the course.

Several studies combine multiple types of information extracted from learning
management systems to predict academic performance. We already presented two
examples of such articles: the one published by Minaei-Bidgoli et al. [10], and the one
lead by Macfadyen [11]. We discuss in the two following parts studies that leveraged
one specific type of log data.

Understanding students’ communication behaviors

A large number of articles focus on the analysis of online discussion forums data. For
instance, Romero et al. [15] studied how variables extracted from student-only online
discussion forums could be beneficial for the early detection of students at risk. They
performed their study in the context of an introductory course in computer science,
given in a blended environment where an online discussion forum supported traditional
(i.e., face-to-face) theoretical and practical sessions. The teacher encouraged students
to answer each other’s questions on the online discussion platform. The teacher
did not take part in the discussion. The researchers collected their data, consisting
exclusively of discussion messages, from the Moodle Learning Management System.
More precisely, for each student, they extracted three specific types of information
from the data. First, they obtained high-level statistics about each student’s forum
usage (e.g., the number of messages read or posted). Second, they created a measure
of the relevance of the content of the messages posted by each student. Lastly, they
computed network variables measuring the quality of the student’s (i.e., the node)
interactions with its peers in the forum (e.g., degree of centrality of the student). They
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developed several predictive models, using classification and clustering algorithms,
from datasets constructed at two stages: at the half and the end of the course.

Their results suggested that it is possible to predict students at risk in the middle
of the course duration using the extracted features since their models reached good
accuracy (between 70 and 80 %). They also found that selecting messages related
only to the course content was a successful technique to improve the results of the
predictive models. Their results also showed that the total time spent in the forum
was one of the least relevant attributes, as suggested already by Macfadyen. However,
more importantly, when interpreting the rules inferred by the models constructed,
they found that, in general, students’ level and quality of participation in an online
forum is a significant predictor of success. In order words, students who participate
actively (read and post multiple messages with different peers) are more likely to
pass the course. Several studies performed in other contexts, for instance, Macfayden
et al. [11], and Peregrina et al. [13]), also confirmed this last conclusion.

Understanding how students learn to program

In computing education research, a popular context is studying student performance
in introductory programming courses. For these courses, code snapshots emerged
as the new primary feature type. Code snapshots refer to any information that
we can extract from students’ interactions with a programming environment (e.g.,
source code edition history, number, or compilations time). We categorize snapshots
as log-like data because we consider a programming environment to be a learning
environment (practice learning). In the context of learning to program, snapshots
can provide valuable and more direct information on student mastery of the course,
as several studies showed.

Indeed, in their article, Ahadi et al. [16] explored machine learning methods to
identify students in need of assistance using snapshots data. They evaluated multiple
classifiers, including Bayesian classifiers, Rule-learners, and decision tree-based clas-
sifiers, for predicting which students were at risk. They defined students at risk as
students which final grade in the course would be at the lower spectrum. The selected
features belonged to different categories: demographic (age, gender), academic (grade
average, previous programming experience), and behavioral (snapshot data with
the number of steps per assignment). The results of the study were in line with
Minaei-Bidgoli et al. [10] early work on log data. Indeed, the final performance
obtained in the same semester could reach 85 % accuracy. However, contrary to
Minaei-Bidgoli et al., Ahadi et al. also evaluated their classifiers on the data obtained
from another semester of the same course. They observed a performance drop of
around 10%. Additionally, their results suggested that the number of steps needed to
solve an assignment and the number of correct answers were both strong performance
indicators. Minaei-Bidgoli et al. already pointed out these observations in their study,
and a follow-up paper by Castro-Wunsch et al. in 2017 [17], which evaluated the
particular use of Neural Networks for the same task, reconfirmed these observations.
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Simple statistics on freshmen development progress can provide indicative infor-
mation on students’ ability to code. However, in a study published earlier, Piech et
al. [18] postulated that a detailed analysis of how students develop their programs
provide more meaningful information to educational teams. They showed that such
an analysis could be developed automatically with the help of machine learning
techniques. They conducted their work in the context of the Stanford introductory
programming course, which featured a project assignment given at the end of the first
week. The researchers obtained screenshots of students’ code extracted from their
working IDE at each compilation. The researchers represented how students learn to
program by developing a method to automatically build a Hidden Markov Model
of students’ transitions from different milestones/steps (nodes) in the completion
of the assignment. By analyzing (clustering) students’ trajectories/paths in this
network, they found patterns in how students progressed in their assignments. Sub-
sequently, clustering these patterns into larger groups was correlated with midterm
performances, meaning that the models could potentially be used to identify early
students in need of intervention. This correlation between student development path
and the midterm grade was also found to be more statistically significant than the
association between the assignment grade and the exam score. Their results also
indicated that this type of model, and the inferred patterns, were general enough
to be applied across different terms. However, they could not conclude whether
the patterns would hold across different types of assignments. Nevertheless, the
conclusions of this paper highlight the possible benefits of diving deeper into the
analysis of student behaviors by extracting information about their interactions with
their learning (programming) environment.

2.1.4 Synthesizing recent research into predicting academic
performance

In the previous part, we reviewed the general thematics of studies related to log-
like data, and we presented the general state of research. In this subsection, we
synthesize the structure of recent articles. As such, our objective is not to provide a
comprehensive review of academic performance. Instead, our goal is to give a broad
overview of the main aspects of research related to the following context.

We selected recent (between January 2017 and December 2020) articles that relate
to the prediction of academic performance, as defined in the introduction, for courses
given at the university level. We will only consider the context of technology-related
courses (computer science, data science, and engineering). In particular, we will focus
(not exclusively) on students learning how to program. The articles should leverage
log-like data. As a reminder, we defined log-like data as all information that we can
extract from systems automatically collecting students’ interactions with a learning
environment. This definition includes data collected from traditional online sources
such as learning management systems, programming environments, or submission
platforms. However, it also encompasses data obtained from electronic systems such
as clickers (for peer instruction) or university facilities systems. Finally, the studies
should employ data mining and or machine learning techniques to process the data
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and relate it to students’ academic performance.
Given all these criteria, we applied the following methodology to obtain the

articles: we ran a query matching the requirements described previously on the ACM
digital library on the 13th November 2020:

[[All: "academic performance"] OR [All: "at-risk student*"]] AND [[All:
"machine learning"] OR [All: "data mining"]] AND [All: "university"]
AND [[All: "predict*"] OR [All: "model*"]] AND [All: "programming"]
AND [Publication Date: (01/01/2017 TO *)]

The query returned 65 articles. We performed an additional filtering step where
we read the title and abstract of the articles and removed the ones that did not truly
match the objectives of this synthetic review. For instance, some articles investigated
the educational performance of higher education institutions. Other articles analyzed
the relationships between students’ behaviors and other social aspects of education.
We naturally did not include reviews in this discussion. This filtering step resulted in
29 remaining articles. We removed nine additional studies during the reading stage.
We excluded eight of them either because they did not match the specific technology-
related context or because they did not specify the context at all. We removed the
last article because it did not present the full results of its study. Therefore, we
discuss 20 papers in this synthetic review.

Analysis of factors used in recent literature

First, let us look at which definitions of academic performance were used in recent
literature. Table 2.1 shows the different predicted metrics of academic performance.
We can observe that most recent literature focused on predicting students’ grades (in
an evaluation, for the exam, or the whole course) and identifying students in need of
assistance.

Table 2.1: Predicted performance metrics. We only present metrics referenced by
more than two papers. Some papers predicted more than one metric.

Predicted metric Articles
Final exam/course grade [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]
Student at risk [26], [27], [28], [29], [25], [30]
Student assignment/test/discussion grade [31], [32], [23], [33], [34], [32]

We identified seven categories of features used in recent articles for predicting
academic performance: online discussion activity, assignments, assessments, learning,
programming, personal information, and academic performance. Table 2.2 presents
the main factors of each category. These main factors are the context-independent
features that were collected from the data source. The table does not include all
factors used in all selected articles because we could not classify some of them under
one of the aforementioned high-level categories.
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• Online (discussion) activity: these factors relate to Peregrina et al. [13]
student-student and student-teacher interactions. Because articles generally
consider a forum dedicated to course-specific discussion, these factors are
well related to the student’s relationship with learning. Indeed, their social
communication behaviors on the forums can be linked (directly or indirectly) to
their willingness to learn, even though some students will discuss out-of-course
topics.

• Assignments and tests related: this category includes factors measuring
students’ progression in the course with evaluations that will account for the final
grade. We saw in table 2.1 that recent studies often used assignments and tests
grades as the final predicted metric. However, in this context, these variables
are used only as close/proxy indicators or prior estimation of students’ final
performance; more importantly, assignments and tests variables are measures
of students’ progress throughout the course as their journey advances.

• Exercises, assessments, and quizzes related: this category of factors is
closely related to the previous one. However, there are a few but important
differences. First, exercises, assessments, and quizzes grades can be seen as
non-formal assessments of students’ performance because they do not account
for the final grade. Assignments and tests often count towards the final grades,
and as such, students feel compelled to prepare and complete them. On the
contrary, students do not feel as much pressure to practice and complete
exercises and quizzes. Moreover, exercises, assessments, and quizzes can be
either made multiple times and are often left open to students for self-practice.
For these reasons, research often uses this type of factors for measuring students’
self-practice or self-discipline. Consequently, these factors are closely related to
students’ psychological traits and students’ interest in the course.

• Learning (online materials) related: these factors correspond to Peregrina
et al. [13] student-content interactions. They are used as measures of students’
learning behaviors and reflect how students engage with online courses resources,
and in particular, their materials.

• Programming/coding activity and source code snapshots: we briefly
discussed snapshot data in the previous section. Programming related variables,
more generally, contain information about how students interact with their
programming environment and measure how students learn to program.

• Demographical and personal/background information: contrary to
other categories, this type of information relates mainly to the students them-
selves. These factors are most of the time included as secondary factors (that
is, they are not the main focus of the study). Most of the primary factors, the
ones belonging to the other categories, measure in some dimension (e.g. social
dimension for discussion activity) students’ relationships with learning.
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• Previous and current academic performance/history: previous mea-
sures of students’ success in school are used as indicators of students’ future
performances. These measures can be acquired at different relative periods.
For instance, standardized tests (e.g. GPA, TOEFL, GRE) and high school
GPA are obtained before higher education. However, for studies predicting
students’ performance in a course, previous related course (prerequisite) grades
are more important as they are measuring students’ academic performance in a
recent and often related course context. Finally, current academic performance
(e.g. measures of students’ current GPA) can also be incorporated.

It is also interesting to note that multiple papers constructed abstract features
from the specific factors, or more generally, the raw data collected by the learning
environments. For instance, Gkontzis et al. [31] created a dedication time factor
obtained from the count of two or more consecutive minutes in a resource. Other
examples include a participation metric [23], a measure of regularity [28], or variable
assessing students consistency [20].

Analysis of methodologies employed in recent literature

The selected articles employed methodologies that we position under the general data
mining pipeline; therefore, we drew our categorization of methodologies employed in
recent work from the data mining process [2]. We can divide this process into three
general steps: data collection, data preprocessing, and analytical processing.

Data collection mechanisms. We specified in the introduction of this review
that the only requirement on the data collection mechanism is that it uses automatic
processes to collect and store the information needed. Often, these systems store
the data in the form of logs. Then, we can extract the log data from these systems
for data analysis. Table 2.3 show the different data collection sources used in recent
studies.

Data preprocessing. The utility of the data preprocessing step depends on the
data collection mechanism. Table 2.4 shows the preprocessing techniques employed
in recent studies. No preprocessing step is usually necessary if the data collection
system automatically collects high-level statistics (e.g. the number of assignments
completed). However, researchers often perform the preprocessing stage if the data
collection system collects low-level information, such as event-based data. The first
case has the advantage that features are directly available for analysis. The main
advantage of the second scenario is that researchers can define the specific factors
that they want to create. This freedom is practical for modelling purposes since
researchers can construct specific attributes representing more abstract concepts (e.g.
participation metric), as discussed earlier.

Analytical processing. Analytical processing was the most emphasized stage in
the pipeline. In our survey of recent literature, we identified three most commonly
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Table 2.2: Factors used in recent literature.

Factors Articles
Online discussion activity

# of forum posts [21], [23], [34], [28], [35]
# of forum replies/answers/comments [31], [23], [34], [35]
# of browse/logins/discussion-view counts in the forum [31], [32], [35]
Assignments related

Assignment grades [27], [28]
# of assignments completed [28]
# of assignments attempted [35]
# of assignment viewed [32]
Peer assignment review [35]
Assessments, exercices, and quizzes

Quizzes grades [31], [27]
Number of exercises/quizzes/project completed [24], [34], [28], [35], [31], [28]
Number of exercises attempted [24], [35]
Number of exercises viewed [24]
Clickers answers [26], [27]
# of peer assessments completed [35]
Learning online materials

Number of learning sessions (students logins/browse course pages) [31], [22], [35], [28]
Total length of learning sessions (time) [28]
Average of all session lengths (time) [28]
Programming

Number of code compilations [33], [19]
Number of code runs [19]
Time spent coding [33], [34]
Number of lines of code written [34]
Number of solutions submitted [19]
Personal information

Gender [31], [29]
Economic/job status [36]
Residency/location [29]
High school non-academic information [29]
Student major [25]
Employment history [37]
Academic performance

High school (C)GPA [29]
Test scores (TOEFL/GRE) [37]
Grade point average (GPA) [36], [25]
Prerequisite/ previous related course grades [27], [29], [25]
Course/exam grade [35]
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Table 2.3: Data collection sources. The articles positioned under "not clearly
specified" are articles in which the data collection source was not explicitly written.

Data collection source Articles
Learning management system [31], [32], [21], [35], [28]
Programming environment [33], [19], [20], [23]
School information system [36], [29]
Clickers [26], [27]
MOOC system [35]
Online reflecting platform [22]
Online typing platform [24]
Application system [37]
Not clearly specified [25], [27], [30], [35]

Table 2.4: Preprocessing methods. Only the preprocessing techniques used by at
least two articles are presented.

Preprocessing method Articles
Numericalisation [36], [27]
Cleaning [36], [22], [37]
Scaling [27], [37]
Normalisation [32], [23], [28], [29], [27], [33], [19]
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used analytical steps: statistical analysis, predictive analysis, and clustering analysis.
Table 2.5 shows the specific methods used in these analytical steps. Statistical analysis
was mainly composed of two techniques: correlation and (multiple) regression analysis
(or variance analysis). Studies use correlation analysis to assess how each feature
relates individually to the predicted performance metric. The objective of regression
analysis is to find which features are predictive of the performance metric used. A
feature prediction power is determined by analyzing how much it contributes to the
variance of the predicted variable. It is important to note that a correlated feature is
not necessarily predictive. Most studies developed one or multiple machine learning
model(s) (e.g. random forest) for predictive analysis. Table 2.6 shows the metrics
used to evaluate these machine learning models. We observed that in scenarios where
the predicted academic metric is numerical (e.g. test grade), studies mainly leverage
and stop at a statistical analysis step. However, in the case where the academic metric
is categorical (e.g. students needing assistance), studies relied heavily on machine
learning classifiers. In other scenarios, articles used correlation and regression analysis
for feature selection or dimensionality reduction before the subsequent predictive
analytic step. Some studies also investigated the use of clustering techniques, such as
KMeans, for replacing traditional classification models. In that scenario, researchers
evaluated the quality of the clustering based on external criteria using the true class
labels to define the cluster groups.

Table 2.5: Analytical processing techniques. We only present the methods employed
by at least two articles.

Analytical method Articles
Statistical: Correlation [33], [19], [22], [23]
Statistical: Variance analysis [32], [22], [23], [24], [34]
Prediction: Neural networks [29], [36], [28], [31], [25], [35], [25], [35]
Prediction: SVM [26], [31], [29]
Prediction: Random forest [31]; [22], [29], [37]
Prediction: Decision Tree [22], [29]
Prediction: Linear model [31], [23]
Prediction: Logistic regression [27], [37]
Clustering: KMeans [33]a, [20], [22]

Recurrent thematics in recent literature

Let us conclude this synthesis with a small discussion on observed thematics. Our
reading identified two main types of studies: studies that focus on the predictive
aspect and studies that emphasize the modeling perspective. In the following, we
describe the general structure and methodology employed in these papers.

Papers following the predictive aspect, such as [26], or [35], extract high-level
statistics from the learning environment and use these features directly in the ana-
lytical step (although they often apply normalization as a single preprocessing step).
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Table 2.6: Evaluation metrics for machine learning models. We only show the
metrics employed by at least two articles.

Evaluation metric Articles
accuracy [19], [28], [29], [25]
precision [22], [29]
recall [22], [28], [29]
f-score [22], [29], [25]
MAE [31], [25]
confusion matrix [19], [29]
AUC_ROC [26], [27], [22], [35], [37]
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Then, these articles use statistical analysis as a first step to analyze the dependency
between the high-level features and the predicted performance metric. Finally, classi-
cal machine learning models are employed to predict students’ performance, with
correlation analysis used as a feature selection method.

The papers that we classify in the modeling aspect, such as [25], or [22], adopt a
different methodological path. These articles often create abstract features from raw
data extracted from the data collection systems. Researchers then develop z theoret-
ical or mathematical framework during the analytical processing step. Additionally,
while predictive papers rely almost exclusively on regression and classification algo-
rithms, modeling papers make heavy use of clustering methods and more complex
mathematical techniques to draw new insights into the relationships between the
abstract features studied and the predicted performance metric.

In other words, we characterize papers in the first category by using high-level
statistics directly obtainable from the data collection mechanism and the development
of simple machine learning (regression or classification) models to predict students’
performance. Additionally, we characterize papers in the second category by the use
of abstract features instead of high-level statistics, the development of theoretical
or mathematical framework or hypothesis, and the use of clustering algorithms to
identify groups and draw new insights into the relationshisp between the abstract
features and the predicted performance metric(s).

However, we insist that these two descriptions are only categorizations based on
our observations. Articles do not necessarily follow the exact strategy mentioned.
More importantly, we view these two categories as the two ends of a large spectrum,
where articles can also lie in the middle. Nevertheless, we noticed that most articles
tend to situate themselves closer to one of these two ends.

The former type of paper is most commonly present in the literature; the work
produced allows the research community to gain a good understanding of the utility
of certain factors in different contexts and their basic predictive capabilities. The
second type of paper is less present, but the utility of such papers is of critical
importance. Indeed, modeling research often draws new and deeper understanding
of the complex behaviors behind student performance.

2.1.5 Conclusion
Let us summarize what we discussed in this general literature review and what were
our main conclusions.

Research conducted in the past modeled how psychological and background
information were linked to academic performance. This information was obtained
through the administration of questionnaires and surveys distributed to populations
of students followed over a long period. The questionnaires employed different scales
that measured the variables of interest. Such articles and studies provided meaningful
insights into the underlying cognitive and mental processes that relate students to
their academic performance. However, such a study process is tedious as it requires
a substantial amount of time and effort in multiple parts of the research pipeline.

There is an ongoing transition where more and more articles leverage data that
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we can extract from systems automatically collecting information about students’
interactions with a given learning environment. This transition is mainly due to the
increasing growth of courses offered in an online fashion and to the rising adoption
of online systems to monitor, in one way or another, students’ interactions and
engagement with the course. Consequently, a data mining approach is more suited
for analyzing the new type of features obtainable from these automatic data collection
systems. In the processing pipeline, machine learning models can then be employed
to predict different metrics of performance.

We took several examples of the exploitation of learning management systems,
which pioneered this new approach. Early 21st-century research confirmed that these
systems collect different valuable information and that we can effectively use this
information to predict academic performance. We also discussed articles looking at
students’ communication behaviors and students learning how to program.

Finally, we synthesized the characteristics of several articles published recently.
The selected studies leveraged different types of log data collected from technology
courses given at the university level. We presented the main performance metrics
analyzed, the factors used in these studies, and the methodologies employed to
predict academic performance. We also highlighted the presence of two general types
of articles, and we insisted on the importance of each for growing the research body.

Rationale for the thesis

We observed that most of the recent studies leveraging log data for predicting aca-
demic performance relied principally on data linked to the practical side (assignments,
assessments, exercises, and quizzes types of factors) of learners’ study processes,
as seen in table 2.2. In particular, our reading highlighted the lack of research
dedicated to studying how students learn from online materials; we still ignore the
details of students’ behaviors when they browse (or navigate inside) online courses.
More importantly, even when this browsing concept was analyzed either directly or
indirectly as part of a more general research question, it remained at the page level,
i.e., the data collected contained only information about which pages students visited.
However, staying at the page level misses, for many online courses, information
about students’ learning processes. Indeed, by looking only at motions from pages,
we forget the movement within the page and movement within certain parts inside
one page to other parts inside another page. This analysis would be particularly
important for online courses that contain long pages with multiple information and
could shed light on how students acquire knowledge: what knowledge they obtain,
how they make and connect links between concepts, how they search for information,
among others. Readers might argue that our sample selection is too small to be
representative of the ongoing research, but this observation was also highlighted in a
previous synthetic review [38].

This thesis is an exploratory work that showcases the possible benefices of
collecting browsing data at a more fine-grained/lower level. It aims at illustrating
how analyzing this data could improve our understanding of students’ interactions
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with the content of online courses. It answers the general question: "what can we learn
from digital traces of student’s actions?" by looking at how students browse/navigate
through a specific course instance (first research question). Subsequently, it studies
whether the information collected can predict students dropping out from the course
(second research question).



Chapter 3

Data

In the previous chapter, we summarized past research and presented the rationale for
this thesis. In this chapter, we introduce the necessary elements for answering our
research questions. We divided this chapter into two sections. In the first section, we
present the data collected for this study. In the second section, we describe a model
of how students navigate online. Using a conceptual framework, we discuss how we
can interpret the raw data more abstractly, and we present variables that we used
throughout the subsequent analysis in the methods section.

3.1 Data
In this section, we present the online course from which we collected the data. We also
explain the data collection mechanism, and we outline the basic preprocessing steps
performed. The preprocessed data obtained at the end corresponds to a low-level
view of students’ interactions with the course content.

3.1.1 Context: an introductory programming course
The data used in this study comes from the introductory programming course "CS-
A1110. Programming 1", often called "O1", offered during the spring term at Aalto
University in Finland. The online course teaches programming fundamentals, using
the language Scala as a reference, and emphasizes both the object-oriented and
functional paradigms. It is taken by approximately one thousand students annually.
Most of the students are from Aalto University, although there are some external
participants as well. The course is given through an open online interactive textbook
[39] . The online course is composed of two main types of pages: material pages and
supplementary pages. Supplementary pages support the learning progress of students
by providing additional information, summaries of important concepts, explanations
on the course context itself, and links to optional materials. The materials of the
e-textbook are highly structured. The e-textbook is divided into 13 weeks, further
divided into chapters, each corresponding to one page. Each chapter introduces a
given set of related programming concepts, but certain weeks provide recapitulative
information. Each page is further divided into sections, and each section can be

35
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comprised of multiple subsections. Students are supposed to read the textbook
in order. It integrates both the practical side of the course content with different
activities (assignments, exercises, multiple-choice questionnaires) and the theoretical
side. The knowledge is shared through explanatory blocks of texts, uncommented
or commented code examples (program code, or pseudo-code), and diverse static
(images) or dynamic illustrations (animations). Each week, students have to solve
and submit a set of assignments integrated within the textbook. The course grade
entirely depends on students’ grades on these various assignments, which are assessed
automatically. It is important to note that the weekly schedule is different from the
traditional Monday to Sunday schedule. Indeed, one week of the course starts on
Wednesday noon and ends the following week Wednesday before noon, which is the
deadline for every assignment of the corresponding week.

3.1.2 Data collection: the Pheromones javascript component
The data used in this study was collected by a JavaScript component called Pheromones
[40]. The University of Helsinki developed the Pheromones component in 2013 for
research purposes, and several online courses offered at Aalto University now use
Pheromones. Pheromones can be integrated into different online teachings, inde-
pendently of the course design. The component requires that the online pages are
statistically generated and the address of a server to send the data collected.

When integrated into a domain, the component proceeds in two steps. In the
first step, the component tags at the page load specific HTML elements in the page
DOM (from top to bottom) with a unique identifier added as a class attribute. The
HTML elements tagged are: table, h1, h2, h3, h4, p, img, ul, ol, li, and iframe. In
the second step, the component collects data about students’ motion within the
page for each page of the course domain. The component keeps track of specific
movements and records information about which elements are currently visible on
the student’s screen when the action occurs. The data collected is temporarily saved
in the student’s browser local storage and is periodically sent to the provided server.

The component tags every HTML element as soon as the DOM tree of the
page is fully loaded, but some other resources, especially the heavier dynamically
generated ones (images, scripts, CSS, ...), might not be all acquired yet. Consequently,
the component does not tag every element in the final HTML page, and as such,
commented code blocks, assignments, and animations windows are not tracked.
Consequently, when these untagged components of a page are visible in the student
screen, with no other tagged elements, then the identifiers of neighboring tagged
elements are used. We take that information into account in the subsequent analysis,
and we discuss the impacts in the discussion section.

The component records four specific actions, each of them being tracked by
specific browser generated events: when the student is moving within the page (scroll
events), when the student is not moving within the page (tick events), when the
student switches from the tracked page tab to another tab in the browser, closes the
tab, or minimizes or closes the browser (visibility-change-hide event), and when the
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student comes back to the course tab (visibility-change-show event).
For each such action, the component records one log containing: (1) a given

student identifier (if available), (2) the event type, (3) a timestamp, (4) the current
address (page URL), (5) the identifier of the top-most visible tagged HTML element,
(6) the identifier of the bottom-most visible tagged element, and the y coordinates of
the top-most and bottom-most visible elements.

Pheromones generates tick events every 2 seconds, except when a visibility-change-
event occurs, and scroll events every 100 milliseconds while the student is scrolling.
We can further classify the event types into two categories: active and passive events.
Active events are scrolling (or switching tab) actions, while passive events are the
ticks generated when the student is not moving through the course content.

All participants were aware and agreed that we collected data about them browsing
the course. Moreover, we anonymized students’ identifiers to ensure the respect of
students’ privacy.

3.1.3 Data preprocessing
To make the processing and the subsequent analysis of the data easier, we performed,
in order, the following preprocessing steps: data formatting, data cleaning, and data
splitting.

Figure 3.1: Browsing data formatted into CSV. We show a subset of our data
formatted into CSV and displayed in a jupyter notebook environment.

Data formatting. We formatted the data collected from the server into CSV, and
we further sorted the data by timestamp. Each log now corresponds to a row of the
CSV file. Figure 3.1 shows how the data looks like in Jupyter Notebook. In the rest
of the thesis, we will also refer to "log" as an individual row of the CSV file.

Data cleaning. The component sometimes does not manage to record the first or
the last visible element in a page. In that case, the log contains missing values. We
perform a preprocessing step where we removed these incomplete logs.
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Data splitting. We divided the formatted and cleaned data into twelve subsets
that we refer to as "week data". Subset i contains the data of week i. Importantly,
this weekly division matches the course schedule: the data of a given subset starts
on Wednesday at noon and ends the following week Wednesday at noon.

In the rest of the thesis, every mention of the data will refer to the formatted
and cleaned data. Moreover, we will refer to "student data" as the specific subset of
the data generated by a particular student s and not the whole dataset comprised of
the logs of every student.

3.2 Browsing model
In the previous section, we presented the data used in this study and outlined initial
preprocessing steps to facilitate the subsequent analysis of the data. However, we
found that analyzing the low-level data at this stage remained challenging because
we could not easily map the data to students’ actions. For this reason, we created
an abstract model of students browsing the online course, and we further processed
the data according to the descriptions of that model. We used this new data repre-
sentation in the subsequent analytical processing phase (methods chapter) to answer
the research questions.

In this section, we present how we constructed this high-level model from analyzing
the structure of the low-level data. We also present important constructs emanating
from this model. To create this model, we will make several assumptions, assumptions
that we will try to justify. To transform the data to match the model description,
we must consider each student’s week data. In other words, we apply the model
transformation on each weekly subset i of data of each student s separately.

3.2.1 Study sessions
It is safe to assume, and it is already known from past research, that students
engage with an online course in different blocks of time called study sessions. In
our scenario, these study sessions are composed of multiple sequences of consecutive
events close in time. Thus, before applying the data transformation according to
our model, we split each student’s week data into these study sessions. Let us ex-
plain how we can identify the different study sessions from the student weekly log data.

To identify study sessions, we set a threshold in the time gap between two
consecutive events. We consider time gaps bigger than this threshold as study breaks.
There is no consensus in research into how we can determine this threshold. All
past research computed or defined a manual limit adapted to the dataset in use. In
the context of this thesis, we arbitrarily set a threshold of 20 minutes between two
events as the maximum time gap allowed within a study session. After identifying
the different blocks of study, it is common to remove the ones that are too short in
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length. We followed the strategy of previous work that analysed learning strategies
on a dataset of students high-level actions [41] [42], and we removed learning sessions
comprised of only one learning action.

We also performed an additional preprocessing step when cutting the data into
study sessions. As mentioned previously, the component generates tick events every
2 seconds as long as the course tab is visible, even when the student is scrolling. We
decided to remove single tick events that appeared in the middle of sequences of
scroll events.

3.2.2 The browsing paradigm
Let us introduce our model of students browsing the course. As explained earlier,
the component records different types of events. In our transformation, we will
associate high-level browsing actions to specific individual events, sequences of events,
or changes in the fields of consecutive logs. Let us first outline the main associations
(→):

1. Reading a segment of a page → sequence of tick events: a sequence of tick
events corresponds to the student reading a specific segment of a page. In that
scenario, the page_url field and the ids of the first and last visible element of
each log in the sequence are the same.

2. Motion within a page → sequence of scroll events: a sequence of scroll events
corresponds to the student moving (top or bottom) within the same page. Once
again, the page_url field of each log must be the same.

3. Motion from one page to another → change in the page_url field: we can
always know when the student switches to another page within the tracked
domain.

4. The student is not looking at the course pages (e.g., the student is looking at
another page in the browser) → visibility-change-hide event.

5. The student comes back to the course pages → visibility-change-show event.

We made the first two associations based on the assumption that a student
is reading only when there are tick events. In other words, a student cannot be
scrolling and reading the material at the same time. This assumption also justifies
the study session preprocessing step. Moreover, we simplified the meaning of the
visibility-change-hide event. From the web API’s documentation [43], a visibility
change hide event is fired when a user navigates to a new page, switches tabs, closes
the current tab, minimizes or closes the browser, or, on mobile, switches from the
browser to a different app. However, in this model, we will associate a visibility-
change-hide event to the student switching to a new page or another tab, and we
will exclusively model a study interruption by relying on the concept of a study session.
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We can classify these browsing actions into two high-level categories: reading
(the first action) and moving (the others). As such, we define the browsing concept
as a sequence of reading and moving actions. We hypothesize that students read to
acquire information, and a student moves to look for a piece of information. Most
of the time, a reading (resp. moving) action will be followed by a moving (resp.
reading) action. However, that observation will not always hold. We built our model
from this definition. In the following two subsections, we detail how we subdivided
each high-level type of action, and we present different constructs that will be useful
in the subsequent analysis.

3.2.3 Reading
Let us focus on the reading action, that is, when the student is looking at a section
of a page. As we just described, this action can be mapped in the data to a block of
consecutive tick events.

Time spent reading

Let us introduce the first variable that will be useful in the subsequent analysis:
the time spent reading. We can obtain from the raw data the time spent reading
one segment of the material, i.e., a block of elements B identified by the interval
[first_visible_element, last_visible_element], by taking the time difference between
the timestamp of the last and the first tick event within the corresponding sequence.
This simple technique allows us to associate a duration tB to each reading action.

Additionally, we wanted to know the time spent reading each element. However,
our data do not allow us to determine this information with exactitude. Indeed, we
cannot know with certitude how the student split the total time (tB) between the
different elements. The student could read/spend time on any subset of the elements
within the block. It is challenging to assume a specific reading strategy for every
student, as each student might read differently and even change the way they read.
Nonetheless, we considered three strategies to associate an individual duration to
the reading of each element within a block.

The first possibility was to assign the time spent reading the block to the top-most
element. This strategy makes the strong assumption that students only read the first
element visible on their screen. The second possibility was to naively distribute the
total time spent reading the block equally over all elements. This strategy assumes
that the student spent an equal amount of time on each visible element. The main
drawback with this technique is that it does not account for the relative importance
of each element, as we can suppose that some of these elements are probably more
important than others. The third possibility was distribute the total time spent
reading the block over all elements visible based on their relative importance. We
employed this strategy because we believe that it covers most cases and matches our
(subjective) preconceptions of how students read online.
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To be able to use this strategy, we decided to ignore the non-tagged and non-
textual elements. We know which elements are visible on the page when the student
is reading. However, as described in the context section, the commented code blocks,
the animations, and elements in the assignment sections within pages are not tagged
by the JavaScript component. Moreover, even if these elements were tagged, the
task of determining the time spent on each element becomes very complex when
taking into account a mix of textual and non-textual elements. For instance, how can
we determine the importance of an image and split the time spent reading a block
composed of an image and a paragraph? For such reasons, we decided to completely
ignore non-tagged and non-textual elements when splitting the time spent reading a
block between individual elements.

To figure out the time spent on each remaining textual element, we fetched from
the web pages the text of each element. Then, we divided the time spent reading the
visible block proportionally to the relative size of each element defined in number of
words. As such, for each segment of a course page viewed by a student, identified by
the interval B = [first_visible_element, last_visible_element], and for each textual
element ei in this interval, we computed the time spent ti reading the element using:

ti = wi∑︁
j∈B wj

× tB (3.1)

where wi is the number of words of element ei, and tB is the time spent reading
the block of elements.

Finally, we also wanted to figure out the time spent when the student looks at
another tab in his/her browser (visibility-change events). We include this special
case by considering the fact that the student is looking outside of the course as a
special "unique" page. We can subsequently determine the time spent on this unique
page outside of the course domain by taking the difference between the associated
visibility-change-show event and the visibility-change-hide event that triggered the
switch.

Reading actions

In the previous part, we determined the time a student spent reading a segment of
a page during a reading action. However, we can safely assume that students do
not consider all segments of pages with the same level of attention. For instance, a
student might just be skimming the content looking for information. On the contrary,
a student might also spend more time in a segment if the student has difficulties
understanding the knowledge presented. The strategy employed depends both on
the content presented and on the goal of the student. For this reason, we found it
meaningful to subcategorize the reading action into different modes that reflect these
multiple behaviors. To the best of our knowledge, no previous accessible research
was conducted into students’ text reading strategy. Therefore, we came up with the
following reading modes: ignoring, scanning, looking, and working, based on our
assumptions.
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Ignoring. This mode corresponds to the assumption that the student did not stop
on the segment to read or gain information. For instance, a student might have
stopped scrolling to read the title of a section. In all of the following cases, we
assumed that the student stopped at the location on purpose.

Scanning. In this mode, we assumed that the student was quickly skimming
through the text to look for a piece of specific information. We supposed that the
student is not reading the entirety of the text or that the student is somehow familiar
with its content.

Looking. In this mode, we supposed the student was reading the text to acquire
knowledge and understand its content. For instance, the student might have read
the paragraphs for the first time.

Working. In this mode, we supposed that the student engaged with the content on
his screen. For instance, the student might be taking notes or solving an assignment.

To determine the reading mode, we will once again only consider the textual
elements for simplicity. We assigned the reading mode depending on the percentage
of the text read by the student in the block pB, assuming the student’s typical reading
speed. This percentage depends on the ratio between two factors: the time the
student spent reading the segment (i.e., block of elements) tB and the expected time
needed to read the segment te

B:

pB = 100 × tB

te
B

(3.2)

To approximate the expected time needed to read the segment (in minutes), we
computed the ratio between the number of words in the section, and the student
average reading speed (in words per minute). Since we do not know the average
reading speed of each student, we approximated it by the average reading speed of a
college student [44]: 238 words per minute. Once again, we can obtain the number
of words in the segment by leveraging our access to the HTML pages: we summed
the total number of words in the texts of each element in the segment.

te
B = 238∑︁

j∈B wj

(3.3)

Table 3.1 shows how we assigned each mode to a reading action depending on the
percentage of the text in the segment read by the student. We set the interval bounds
arbitrarily to values that seemed reasonable and that accounted for the possible
differences in reading speed.

The strategy employed to determine the reading mode ignored the impact of the
non-textual elements. The main consequence is that if students were interacting with
the non-considered elements (working on assignments, reading commented blocks
of code, or looking at illustrations [informative images, animations)]) then the time
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Table 3.1: Association between reading mode and percentage of the text in the
segment read by the student (pB).

pB <10 % 10% - 49 % 50 % - 200 % >200 %
Reading mode ignoring scanning looking working
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spent will be larger than expected, and by such, the "looking" or "working" reading
modes will be frequent in the parts of the material containing these non-textual
elements. We discuss the effects later.

3.2.4 Moving
Now let us take a look at moving actions. We have two main categories of moving
actions: moving within a page or moving between two pages. A student moving
within a page is encoded in the data as a sequence of scroll events. A student motion
across pages is encoded as a change in the page_url field, or visibility-change events.
As previously, we will first define the time spent making the action, then specialize
our action in subcategories.

Time spent moving

First, let us define the time spent moving. In the case of a motion within the same
page, we can obtain the time spent moving by taking the difference between the
timestamp of the last and the first scroll event in the sequence. We will suppose that
transitions across pages happen instantaneously for the simplicity of the conceptual
model, since the time taken to move across pages does not give us any insights about
students browsing process.

Moving actions

Let us categorize further the two different types of motions. Figure 3.2 illustrate the
concepts explained next. First, as a reminder, there are three types of pages: material
pages, supplementary pages, and a single special "out of course" page which we will
refer to when the student switches to another tab in the browser. We do not know the
content of this particular page, as it is, in the model, an abstract way of representing
that the student is not navigating inside the course domain. For further clarity, we
will refer to material pages and supplementary pages as pages within the course
domain. We created one transition mode for each motion between different types of
pages. These transition variables are to_material_page, to_supplementary_page,
to_outside_page when the destination page is respectively a material page, a supple-
mentary page, or the special outside page, independently of type of the source page.
However, there is an exception to this rule if both the source page and the destination
page are material pages. Indeed, we can order material pages based on the intended
course progression; the position of each page (each chapter within a week) depends on
the week number and the chapter number within the week. Therefore, if the student
moved from one material page to another, we can further categorize this transition.
The motion could be: to a page in a following_chapter or a previous_chapter within
the same week, or to a page in a chapter from a following_week or a previous_week.
It is important to note that we cannot order supplementary pages and the special
page since there is no intended progression. Also, there is no ordering between pages
of different types. We will detail this concept of ordering in a few paragraphs.
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Additionally, when the student moves within a single page in the course domain,
we can know if the student is scrolling towards the top or the bottom of the page
by looking at the difference in the top_y field between the first and the last scroll
event. If this difference is positive, the student is moving towards the bottom of the
page. However, if the difference is positive, the student is moving towards the top
of the page. However, it is possible that within a single sequence of scroll events,
the student scrolls in multiple directions. In that scenario, we split the sequence of
scroll events into subsequences of consecutive scroll events that embed a motion in
the same direction.

Then, we can once again leverage the fact that we have access to the web pages
to enhance our model. Indeed, we can know for each reading and moving action
which (sub)section of the page the user is in, both for material and supplementary
pages. Therefore, we can further classify a motion within a page (top or bottom)
with the following transition type. If the student stays within the same_subsection,
previous_subsection, following_subsection, following_section, or the previous_section.
Thus, for each (sub)sequence of scroll events, the transition type/mode is assigned
based on the relative position (i.e., sub(section)) of the first visible element of the
first and last event in that subsequence.

Figure 3.2: Relationships between pages and transitions types.
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3.2.5 Ordering, position, and distance
We previously presented the concept of ordering between material pages. We also
defined different types of transition based on the relative position of the segment the
student started from and the portion of the page the student ended in. Now, let us
extend these concepts of ordering and position in the material pages further.

As explained previously, we can order each page in the materials. Each page
corresponds to a numbered chapter that finds itself within a given week, regrouping
several chapters. There is a logical ordering of all pages if we consider first the week
number and then the chapter number of each page. We can extend the intrinsic
ordering at finer-grained levels: section, subsection, or element. For instance, we
can order all sections of the course depending on each section position within the
page that contains it and on the page relative position to others. However, a given
ordering exists only at the same level of granularity. As an example, we can only
order pages between each other or subsections between each other but not pages and
subsections.

Thus, the previously created orderings allowed us to associate each part of the
material to a given absolute position. Interestingly, if each part of the material is
given an absolute position, we can subsequently compute distances between these
parts of the materials.

We can define the distance between two parts of the materials (page, [sub]section,
or element) as the difference between their absolute positions. To give a meaning
to our distance measure, we will make the following general assumption about the
course: the further away two pages, sections, subsections, or elements are away from
each other, the further the gap in the relationship between the concepts taught.
Moreover, we do not want our distance measure to be a metric [2], and we allow it
to be negative. In the following analysis, we will leverage this distance measure to
determine the difference magnitude from the concepts taught between two parts or
the materials and what we call the "direction of knowledge" the student is making.
For instance, a student going back to a previous chapter is probably reviewing past
knowledge. In that scenario, the distance will be negative.

3.2.6 Summary and perspective
Let us summarize what we just did. Figure 3.3 gives an overview of the transforma-
tion process for a single student week log data. We presented to the reader a model of
interpretation of the data. Under this interpretation, each student studies in different
blocks of time called study sessions, and within each of these study sessions, the
student performs a sequence of browsing actions. We also associated the browsing
model with different constructs. We proceeded in several steps. First, we cut our
data into groups of events defining study sessions. Then, we mapped the low-level
data (events, sequences of events, or changes in the attributes of consecutive events)
to high-level browsing actions. For each type of high-level browsing action (i.e.,
reading and moving), we presented subtypes that we obtained from leveraging the
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structure of the course as well as our access to the content of the web pages. We
also introduced the concepts of time spent, ordering, position, and distance. In this
process, we outlined and justified the different model assumptions.

In the thesis process, we relied on the model to conceptualize students’ actions,
subsequently refine the research questions, define the methodology employed in the
analysis, and finally, help us interpret the results. We analyze the transformed data
and the associated constructs (time, ordering, position, distance) in the methods
chapter to answer the refined research questions.

Figure 3.3: Low-level data transformation. The preprocessed log data corresponds
to the data collected for a given student, for a given week.

To conclude this chapter, let us present another perspective of the model. In
some way, we can relate the student browsing model to the physical model of an
object moving in a restricted space across time. The object here is the student focus
and the restricted space in the course domain (ignoring, for the comparison, the
particular out-of-course page). The student reading corresponds to the object staying
in a single location (a position in the course domain), while the student moving
corresponds to the object moving in space. The time dimension is constantly flowing.
Still, as in physics, these two dimensions of our model are closely related.
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This comparison is limited in several aspects. Nevertheless, we can use this view
to define the kind of analysis that we can perform. In the methods chapter, we
analyze these dimensions of our model to understand different students’ browsing
behaviors (first research question), for instance: how are students managing their
time? How are student moving across space? Where do students spend their time in
the content of the course? Subsequently, we show how to leverage the information
obtained to predict students dropping out (second research question).



Chapter 4

Methods

In the previous chapter, we presented the data used in this study, and we created
a model of interpretation of this data. In this chapter, we introduce the methods
investigated to answer the two research questions addressed. The chapter is divided
accordingly into two parts. In the first part, we answer the first research question:
how do students browse the online course? In the second part, we present the problem
of detecting students who drop out, as well as the methodology employed to solve
this problem.

4.1 Understanding students’ browsing behaviors
We previously defined a model of students browsing the online course that postulates
that students navigate in sequences of reading and moving actions. We then outlined
two dimensions of this model: time and space.

We start by analyzing the actions performed by students under this model. Then
we perform the analysis of the time dimension. In this analysis, we tried to understand
in general how and where students spend their time. The time analysis is followed
by what we refer to as position analysis. In the position analysis, we dive deeper
into understanding where students focus on the course contents.

In each analysis, we first outline a set of sub-research questions that specify
which aspects of students’ online learning behaviors interest us. To answer these
sub-research questions, we computed different statistics measuring the concept of
interest. We obtained these statistics individually for each student, for each week
data, after transforming the student’s week data according to the model description.
We developed the analytical pipeline using Python3. In particular, we relied on the
libraries Pandas [45] and Numpy [46].

4.1.1 Browsing analysis
In this analysis, we take a first look at our model of students browsing the course
contents. The model defined the set of possible actions that students could be doing
while browsing. It also presented associated concepts: time, ordering, position,
and distance. The goal of this analysis is to understand what students are doing
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when browsing. For this, we will focus exclusively on the actions performed without
analyzing the different concepts.

Research questions. To realize the goal of this analysis, we answer the following
research questions:

RQ1.1 Which browsing actions are students making while navigating the online
course?

RQ1.2 How are students transitioning between the different browsing actions?

Table 4.1 summarizes all type of actions defined in the model section. To answer
RQ1.1, we counted the total number of times each of the actions were present in
students’ study sessions. To answer RQ1.2, we counted the number of transitions
from each reading action to each moving action, and we counted the number of
transitions from each moving action to each reading action.

Table 4.1: All types of actions.

Action type Category Action subtype Description
Reading General Ignoring Reading a part of the course without any focus

Scaning Reading a part of the course with little focus
Reading Reading a part of the course with attention
Working Reading a part of the course with concentration

Moving Across pages of different type to_material Moving to a material page
to_supplementary Moving to a supplementary page
to_outside Moving out of the course web pages

Across material pages next_week Moving to a chapter of one of the following week
previous_week Moving to a chapter of one of the preceding week
next_chapter Moving to one of the following chapter of the same week
previous_chapter Moving to one of the preceding chapter of the same week

Inside material pages next_section Moving to a section following the current one
previous_section Moving to a section preceding the current one
next_subsection Moving to a subsection following the current one
previous_subsection Moving to a subsection preceding the current one
same_subsection Moving within the same subsection

4.1.2 Time analysis
In this analysis, we look at how students spend their time and where students spend
their time in general. How students manage their time is relevant to their study
habits. By looking at where students spend their time, we get insights into what
students prioritize within the course. Interestingly, this time analysis does not
consider the dynamical temporal aspect of the data. In other words, it does not
examine the order in which students navigate/browse different parts of the course,
but only focuses on how and where they allocate their time.
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Research questions. We were interested in giving another answer to RQ1.1, as
well as answering the following research questions:

RQ1.3 How are students managing their time?

RQ1.4 Where do students spend their time in the contents of the course?

Table 4.2 shows the different high-level statistics obtained, regrouped by category,
and describes each of these statistics.

Table 4.2: Time usage statistics. The time unit for all computed statistics of time
is the minute.

Variable type Name Description
Action TimeSpentReading Total time spent reading
(what is the student doing) TimeSpentNavigating Total time spent navigating/browsing/transitioning

Reading style ReadingIgnoring Reading time where student did not take attention to the visible material
(how is the student reading) ReadingScanning Reading time where student did skim the text quickly

ReadingReading Reading time where student did read with minimum attention
ReadingWorking Reading time where student was focused on the visible material

General StudySessionCount Total number of study sessions
StudySessionAverageLength Average length of all study sessions
TotalTime Total time student was online

Time per day TimeSpentMonday Time spent in the course on the monday of the week
(when is the student browsing during the week) TimeSpentTuesday Time spent in the course on the tuesday of the week

TimeSpentWednesday Time spent in the course on the wednesday of the week
TimeSpentThursday Time spent in the course on the thursday of the week
TimeSpentFriday Time spent in the course on the friday of the week
TimeSpentSaturday Time spent in the course on the saturday of the week
TimeSpentSunday Time spent in the course on the sunday of the week

Time per moment of a day TimeSpentDuringMorning Time spent browsing in the course between 6 a.m and 12 a.m.
(when is the student browsing during the day) TimeSpentDuringAfternoon Time spent browsing in the course between 12 a.m. and 6 p.m.

TimeSpentDuringEvening Time spent browsing in the course between 6 p.m. and 12 p.m.
TimeSpentDuringNight Time spent browsing in the course between 12 p.m. and 6 a.m.

Position TimeSpentMaterialPages Total time spent in material pages
(where is the student) TimeSpentSupplementaryPages Total time spent in supplementary pages

TimeSpentOutsidePages Total time spent in outside pages

Position TimeSpentCurrentWeek Total time spent on chapters of the current week in the course schedule
(where is the student relatively in the materials) TimeSpentPreviousWeeks Total time spent on chapters of the preceding weeks in the course schedule

TimeSpentFollowingWeeks Total time spent on chapters of the following weeks in the course schedule

Position TimeSpentX Total time spent in supplementary page X
(which supplementary pages are visited)

We answer RQ1.1 again by computing the total time spent reading and moving
and the time spent in each particular reading mode defined in the modelling section.
To answer RQ1.3, we computed the total time spent studying per week. We also
calculated how students divided this time into study sessions, how students divided
this time per day, and how students divided this time per different day moments
(morning, afternoon, evening, and the night). To answer RQ1.4, we computed the
time spent on each type of page, the relative time spent in the materials, and the
time spent on each supplementary page. Let us give more details into some of the
categories of statistics computed.

Relative time spent in the materials. We looked at the relative time spent
on the material pages. That is, when analyzing data of week i of student s, we
computed the time each student spent on chapters/pages of previous weeks (week 1
to i − 1), chapters of the current week i, and chapters of following weeks (i + 1 to 13).
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Time spent in supplementary pages. We computed the time each student
spent on each of the supplementary pages (X): the glossary, the scala information
page, the faq (frequently asked questions) page, the IntelliJ information page, the
learning goals, the style guide, the debugger information page, the resources page,
the "for the reader" page, and the lab sessions page.

4.1.3 Position analysis
In the previous chapter, we presented different levels of fine-graininess in the materials:
page, section, subsection, and element. We then presented three concepts: ordering,
position, and distance. We postulated that we could order the parts of the materials
at the same level of fine-graininess, associate each of them to an absolute position,
and thus compute distances between these parts. We also drew the analogy between
the student attention and an object moving through space. In this analogy, space
represents different possible positions in the course. The reader will realize then
that we can leverage these concepts to analyze students’ location in the materials at
different levels of fine-graininess.

This subsection thus dives deeper into this analysis of students’ position in the
materials. We will still rely on time for measuring how students prioritize the different
locations. As such, this position analysis is not independent of the time analysis and,
on the contrary, extends it naturally. To restrict the extent of this analysis, we will
only examine students positions at the section level of fine-graininess in the material
pages of weeks 1 to 4 in the course schedule. In addition, this analysis will use the
distance measure introduced previously and introduce the concept of coverage.

Research questions. We were interested in answering the following research
questions:

RQ1.5 How and to which extent do students consider the contents of the course?

RQ1.6 How are students making progress through the contents of the course?

High level overview

To answer the research questions at a high level, we computed coverage and distance
statistics as presented in table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Coverage and distance statistics computed.

Variable type Name Description
Coverage CoveredSectionsWhileIgnoring Percentage of the sections read while ignoring in the materials of the week analyzed

CoveredSectionsWhileScaning Percentage of the sections read while scaning in the materials of the week analyzed
CoveredSectionsWhileReading Percentage of the sections read while reading in the materials of the week analyzed
CoveredSectionsWhileWorking Percentage of the sections read while working in the materials of the week analyzed

Distance AverageIntraStudySessionDistance Average distance between successive reading actions occuring in the materials.
AverageInterStudySessionDistance Average distance between successive study sessions.
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Coverage statistics. To answer RQ1.5, we computed the percentage of sections
of the material pages of weeks 1 to 4 visited by the student. We also specified this
percentage depending on the way the student was reading.

Distance statistics. To answer RQ1.6, we computed two kinds of distance
measures: the intra and the inter study session distances. First, we calculated the
average section distance between successive reading actions within study sessions. In
our framework, we defined a given study session SSi as a sequence of reading actions
Rj: SSi = ⟨Rj | j ∈ N⟩. For each such reading action, we associate the position of
the section of the material page being currently read pj. If there are multiple such
sections read during the reading action, we extracted the lowest position. A study
session SSi can then be associated to the sequence of sections read by the student
during that study session:

SSi ∼ ⟨pk
j | j ∈ N⟩ (4.1)

where pj
i is the absolute position of the first section read in the jth reading action

in the ith study session (SSi), with 1 ≤ pj
i ≤ K, K being the total number of sections

in the materials of the course. The intra study session distance for the study session
is subsequently defined as:

dSSi
=

#SSi∑︂
l=1

pl
i − pl−1

i (4.2)

where #SSi is the number of reading actions in study session SSi, and the total
average intra study session distance for the student is thus:

dintra =
∑︁#SS

i=1 #SSi ∗ dSSi

#SS
(4.3)

where #SS is the number of study sessions that a given student made during
the week being analyzed. This formula corresponds to a weighted average which
takes into account the difference in the number of reading actions in each study session.

Second, we determined the distance between consecutive study sessions. We
defined the distance between two successive study sessions as the distance between
the position of the section of the last reading action of the first study session and the
position of the section read in the first reading action of the following study session:

dinter =
∑︁#SS

i=2 p#SSi
i − p

#SSi−1
i−1

#SS − 1 (4.4)

On the one hand, the average intra-study session distance reveals the general
direction of progress when students engage in a study session. On the other hand,
the average inter-study session reveals how students reengage with their studies.
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Frequent pattern analysis

In this subanalysis, we want to identify which sections of the materials are the
most important and which sections of the materials student often visit together.
By determining which sections of the materials are the most important, we can
understand where students put their attention. By looking at which sections students
often visit together, we can look at which links students make in the course. For
that, we once again used time as the measure of how students prioritize different
parts of the course. As previously mentioned, this subanalysis is also performed
at the section level of fine-graininess for contents of the material pages of weeks 1 to 4.

Table 4.4 summarizes the different statistics computed. We give other answers
to RQ1.4, RQ1.5, and RQ1.6. For RQ1.4, we searched for the frequent subsets of
sections that students often visit together. These subsets included singleton sets that
contained the most visited sections. For each such subset, we counted the number
of study sessions in which the student read all sections in the set, and for these
study sessions, we computed the total time each student spent on all sections in the
set. Moreover, we computed two aggregation metrics: the total count and the total
time, which correspond simply to the sum of the count and the time of obtained for
each itemset. For RQ.1.5, we looked specifically at how well students considered all
frequently visited subsets of sections by calculating their coverage percentage. Finally,
for RQ1.6, we looked at how fast students transition between sections frequently
visited together. For that purpose, we computed the average distance (in steps)
between these sections for all study sessions where the student read all these sections.

Table 4.4: Statistics computed for the frequent pattern (sub)analysis. In the table,
Y represent one itemset, that is, a set of sections frequently visited together.

Variable type Name Description
Itemset specific Itemset_{Y}_count Count of the number of study sessions where the student visited all sections y ∈ Y

Itemset_{Y}_time Time spent (in minutes) on all sections y ∈ Y for all study sessions where the student visited all sections y

Aggregated TotalTime ∑︁
Y Itemset_{Y}_time

TotalCount ∑︁
Y Itemset_{Y}_count

Distance and coverage PercentagFrequentItemCovered Percentage of sections visited by the student among all sections in all frequent itemset Y
AverageDistanceFrequentItem Average number of steps between frequently visited sections y ∈ Y, for all frequent itemset Y

We relied on frequent pattern mining to extract the frequently visited sections
and the sections often visited together. Let us draw an analogy. Clients go to the
shop and buy a set of items at each of their visits. The collection of items purchased
during one trip to the shop is called a transaction. And the ensemble of all items
bought by all clients is called the market basket. Clients often acquire several items
together during their visit. The goal of frequent pattern mining, in that case, is
to identify which are the shopping items that clients often purchase and the items
which they frequently buy together during one visit to the shop. This analysis would
allow the company to put these frequently bought items close to each other in the
shop layout. In our case, clients are the students navigating the course materials,
i.e., the shop. Each study session corresponds to one visit to the shop. The shopping
items are the different sections of the course. A transaction encodes the set of unique
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sections (items) that were visited by the student (client) while browsing the course
(shop) during one study session (one visit to the shop).

Let us now explain the necessary steps followed to obtain the frequent itemsets
from the study sessions. For each study session, we only select the reading actions
where the reader was either in the mode looking or working. For each such reading
action within the study session, we extract the title of the sections read. We then
transformed all student study sessions into transactions, that is, the sets of unique
sections within the course materials visited during that corresponding study session.
From all extracted transactions, we obtain the frequent itemsets. These frequent
itemsets correspond to the subsets of sections that students frequently accessed
during their study sessions.

By definition, an itemset is frequent if its support is superior to a manually set
threshold called the minimum support. The support si of an itemset i is simply the
ratio of the number transactions in which the itemset is present (Ni) over the total
number of transactions in the market basket: (N): si = Ni

N
. Thus, an itemset (set

of sections) i is said to be frequent if its support (si) is larger than the minimum
support. In our analysis, we adapted the minimum support automatically to select
the itemsets for which at least 30% of the students visited the sections in the itemset
in at least 1 of their study sessions.

However, even with the minimum support, because of the nature of the problem,
the search algorithm usually finds multiple frequent itemsets. To limit the number
of frequent itemsets to consider, we only extracted the maximal frequent itemsets [2].
In our implementation, we obtained the maximal frequent itemsets from the set of
transactions (market basket) using the python library mlxtend [47] and the fpmax
search algorithm.

Distance measure. For each frequent itemset, we computed a new measure of
distance between sections in that itemset. This distance measure differs from the
one presented in the modelling section. The distance calculated here corresponds to
the average number of steps (i.e. the average number of browsing actions) between
sections in each frequent itemset, computed for all itemsets and all study sessions of
each student. We use this distance measure because we wanted to know how direct
are students moving from one section to the other.

However, we want to insist that we do not care about the order of visits between
frequently visited sections or how the students moved from one part to the other. In
order words, this subanalysis does not answer the question: from where to where are
students moving. This question entails the concept of beginning to end, but we did
not define this concept. As such, if students often visited sections S1 and S2 together,
that does not necessarily mean that students moved from section S1 intending to
end up in section S2 (or vice-versa). This only means that, in general, a student who
visited section S1 during one study session also visited section S2 in the same study
session, and vice-versa.
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4.1.4 Procedure
In summary, we computed the different statistics presented earlier for each student
for each week of data analyzed. We computed a fixed set of statistics for the browsing
analysis, the time analysis, and the high-level part of the position analysis. However,
for the pattern analysis, the total number of metrics computed in the frequent pattern
analysis depended on the number of frequent itemsets obtained for each week of data
analyzed. For this last analysis, we will have (2 × Y ) + 4 metrics computed for each
student, where Y is the number of frequent itemsets obtained for the given week
analyzed.

Our objective is to look at the general patterns of students browsing the course.
For this reason, in the results chapter, we will show the mean and average deviation
of the different statistics computed individually for the first four weeks of the course.
We arbitrarily limited our analysis of students browsing for two reasons. The main
reason is that we were interested in discovering browsing patterns in early interactions
with the course (when students are familiarizing themselves with the course). The
second reason is that we were initially interested in identifying which early students’
browsing patterns can be associated with them dropping out early in the course.

Additionally, we decided to remove outlier students and inactive students in all
the weeks analyzed. We will define the concept of activity in the next section. We
removed the outliers individually for each week and each analysis type. To remove
the outlier students, for each week of data analyzed, for each analysis type, we
computed the median average deviation (MAD) [48], as it is a robust outlier metric.
We removed a student from the population used to compute the distribution of the
statistics if the student had more than 10 % of its features with a median deviation
more significant than three times the MAD of the corresponding feature column.

4.2 Predicting students dropping out
In the previous section, we analyzed our model of students browsing the course
to answer various research questions related to their browsing behaviors. In this
section, we want to determine: can we use the information previously obtained to
predict students who dropped out of the course? And if we can, to which extent are
different browsing behaviors information predictive of such a measure of academic
performance?

Research questions. Therefore, we formulated the following research questions:

RQ2.1 To what extent can we identify students dropping out using browsing analysis
data?

RQ2.2 To what extent can we identify students dropping out using time analysis
data?
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RQ2.3 To what extent can we identify students dropping out using pattern analysis
data?

RQ2.4 Can we improve the results by combining different categories of metrics?

To answer these research questions, we start by rigorously formulating the problem
of detecting students dropping out of the course. Following that, we introduce the
machine learning pipeline used to solve the prediction problem.

4.2.1 Formalisation of the problem
The concrete goal behind the research questions is to determine whether we could
leverage fine-grained browsing data in real-life predictive or warning applications.
These applications should warn, in time, the educational teams when students are
likely to drop out, so that they can deploy their interventions. However, there is no
consensus in previous research into expressing the problem of detecting dropouts for
warning applications. Nevertheless, we identified two components to the problem:
who are students dropping out and when should we try to detect these dropouts.

Let us first define the concept of a dropout. In the context of this work, by using
the week granularity as the period and the available data as means to detect activity,
we will adopt the following definitions.

Definition of a dropout. Student X dropped out at week Y if student X is
inactive from week Y onwards. Similarly, we will say that student X dropped out by
week Y if student X dropped out between week 1 to Y.

Definition of an active student. A student is active at a given week if the
student has at least 1 study session during this week and spends at least 10 minutes
navigating the course. Otherwise, the student is said to be inactive.

We could have defined a dropout as a student who does not have any activity
in the course after a given period. In our case, we decided to use a low amount of
activity instead. Indeed, we assume that many students who drop out reduce their
activity and participation in the course progressively until becoming absent. As
such, we believe there is a transition period in which these students lose interest in
the course. The main advantage of our definition is that it allows catching these
students before they decide to opt-out. Using the concept of activity in the problem
formulation allows earlier predictions and leaves enough time for an intervention.
Moreover, the definition embeds the previous one (no activity) if the assumption
does not hold and thus has no consequences.

Second, let us determine the ideal period(s) when to detect the students dropping
out. One possibility is to identify all students leaving the course by a specific week
(e.g. beginning of week 5) using all data from the previous weeks. However, this
formulation does not match our goal of developing warning applications. Therefore,
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we adapt the methodology followed in [35], and we propose to formulate the problem
of detecting students dropping out as the following: for each week (subsequently
referred to as task i) from 2 to 5, we want to determine: can we detect students who
dropped out at week i using data collected from week 1 to i − 1. Since we analyze
four weeks of data, we will have three subproblems:

• detecting students who dropped out at week 2 using data from week 1.

• detecting students who dropped out at week 3 using data from week 1 and 2.

• detecting students who dropped out at week 4 using data from week 1, week 2,
and week 3.

The prediction tasks do not consider the same students. We use the following rule:
we include student s in task i, meaning, we try to detect if student s dropped out at
week i, if student s did not drop out in any week between week w (1 ≤ w ≤ i − 1)
and week i−1, with w being the week at which the student first arrived in the course,
and if student s is active in at least one of these weeks.

4.2.2 Classifying students dropping out
We just formalized the problem of detecting students dropping out of the course as
a multi-task problem. We solved each task using a procedure relying on machine
learning.

Machine learning is a large branch of artificial intelligence. We can divide machine
learning into three main categories of problems: supervised learning, semi-supervised
learning, and unsupervised learning. In a supervised learning problem, we use a
dataset composed of input-output pairs, and we train mathematical models to learn
a function of the output given the input. We can further divide supervised learning
itself into two categories of problems: classification and regression problems. The
difference between these two categories is the type of the output predicted: categor-
ical/discrete or numerical/continuous respectively for classification and regression
problems.

In our scenario, we deal (for each task) with a supervised binary classification
problem. Our goal is to evaluate how well machine learning classifiers employed in
real-life settings (in the context of warning applications), given information about
students browsing the course, could identify which students would drop out. To
answer these research questions, we implemented a machine learning pipeline using
python’s library scikit-learn [49]

Datasets

To answer research questions RQ2.1, R2.2, and RQ2.3, we used various datasets to
solve each week prediction task. Indeed, for each type of analysis presented earlier
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(browsing, time, position), we built a dataset that uses as features all the metrics
presented and computed individually for each week of data used for the task. For
instance, for predicting students who dropped out at week 4, the time analysis dataset
was composed of all metrics presented in table 4.2, computed for week 1, week 2,
and week 3. Using one dataset per analysis type allows us to examine the predictive
power of each browsing type, and it gives us an initial hint into the components of
browsing that distinguish the most dropouts from non-dropouts.

Eventually, we also combine the metrics from all analyses into a single dataset
for solving each task. By combining all metrics computed, we can answer RQ2.4 and
assess the general usability of browsing-related information for identifying dropouts.

For solving each task i, we thus have a time analysis dataset, a browsing analysis
dataset, a position analysis dataset, and a multi analysis dataset combining all
metrics. As such, we thus have 12 prediction problems: four datasets for three weeks
to predict. We will subsequently refer in the thesis to each such prediction problem
(using a specific dataset) as a subtask. Figure 4.1 illustrates the general structure of
a dataset for a given subtask.

Importantly, we dealt with imbalanced classification tasks. In each week detection
task, there were more students dropping out than students who did not drop out, as
we will observe later.

Machine learning models

A supervised machine learning model is a parametric algorithm that can learn, from a
dataset of input-output pairs, an approximation of the function of the output given the
input using a particular learning method/sub-algorithm. There are multiple types of
machine learning models, and these types regroup algorithms that use similar learning
methods. We can tune these algorithms by changing different hyperparameters that
influence the quality of the prediction results given the particular datasets from
which the function is learned. In our case, for each subtask presented earlier, we
leveraged classifiers that were used a lot in recent research, as detailed in table 2.5 of
the related work section. We experimented with logistic regression, decision trees,
neural networks, support vector machines (SVM), and random forests models. We
will not dive into the details of how each classifier works. However, in the discussion,
we emit hypotheses on why some of these algorithms worked better in particular
subtasks.

Evaluating our machine learning models on our datasets

Let us consider for this explanation the dataset of one particular subtask and the
evaluation of one single model. To evaluate a machine learning classifier, we should
split our dataset into a training and a test set. We use the training set to select the
best hyperparameters for the model. Subsequently, we use the test set for model
evlto evaluate the generalization performance of the model. That is, we leverage
the test data to assess how well this model would perform in a real-life scenario
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Figure 4.1: General structure of datasets used in each subtask. M is the number
of features obtained each week individually, Ni is the number of students considered
in task i. It is important to note that the number of features M varies each week
for the position analysis. The number of features depends on which itemsets we
obtained. The indication X corresponds to input features while the indication Y
corresponds to output values.
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on unseen data.In our case, the performance obtained on the hold out test set give
us our estimate of how well we could predict students dropout using the specific
dataset and model in our warning application. In addition, it is a necessary practice
to split the training set further into a training and a validation split. We try differ-
ent combinations of hyperparameters on the training split, and we select the best
hyperparameters depending on the results of the validation set.

However, machine learning models require a sufficiently large number of exam-
ples/training samples/input-output pairs to infer the relevant patterns. Still, the size
of the validation and test splits should also be big enough to obtain sufficiently good
performance estimates. For these reasons, if the size of the dataset is small, splitting
the data into three parts is not feasible. Moreover, a small training split will lead to
the problem of overfitting. Overfitting occurs when a machine learning model learns
with too much precision the specific patterns of the given training set. The machine
learning model then struggles to perform well on unseen data because it cannot
generalize the specific patterns learned. This problem is even more emphasized with
small training sets because they are often not representative enough of the whole
population, and, as such, the patterns learned cannot be generalized.

Typically, in scenarios where the dataset is small, studies rely on cross-validation.
In particular, scientists use K-fold cross-validation for selecting the best parame-
ters for the model. In K-fold cross-validation, the training part of the dataset is
divided into k folds. The procedure works as follows. In k-iterations: the classifier
is trained (with a fixed set of hyperparameters) on k − 1 folds and is evaluated
on the left-over testing fold k. The procedure is repeated k times, each time the
kth fold being kept as a hold-out validation set, and the remaining folds are used
to train the classifier. The model performance with the given hyperparameters is
obtained by averaging the scores on each evaluation fold at each k iteration. Finally,
we select the hyperparameters which yielded the best average results, and we evalu-
ate the final performance of the classifier on the test set. The user will note that
2-fold cross-validation corresponds to the previously mentioned train/validation splits.

However, in the scenario of small datasets, even with cross-validation, the problem
of overfitting might still present on the test set. Without entering the details, the
problem lies in the fact that in the model selection step, the fitting of the model
hyperparameters (using the k − 1 folds for training) and the evaluation of the model
under these parameters (using the kth fold) use the same single training data. Infor-
mation about the specific patterns of the whole training set might thus leak to the
learning algorithm (even when using different folds) and might lead to overfitting.

The best method to estimate the performance of a model and avoid (or at least re-
duce) overfitting in scenarios where the dataset is small is to nest two cross-validation
procedures within each other. We use the outer cross-validation loop for model
evaluation, while we use the second inner loop for model selection. This technique is
referred to as nested cross-validation. The procedure works as follows. In the outer
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Figure 4.2: Nested cross validation. Source: [1].
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cross-validation loop, we divide the complete dataset into k folds. At each iteration
k, the outer loop provides the inner loop with a training set composed of the current
k − 1 training folds. In the inner cross-validation loop, this training set is split
into l folds, and, as explained previously, we find the best model hyperparameters
combination on this training set using a l-fold cross-validation procedure. When the
inner loop ends, the best hyperparameters found are evaluated on the holdout kth

test split of the outer loop. We then repeat this procedure for all k iterations, and
we obtain the final generalisation performance of the model by averaging the scores
obtained at each iteration of the outer loop.

We thus relied on nested cross-validation for evaluating the different models. We
used five folds for the outer loop and three folds for the inner one. In each iteration
of the inner loop, we evaluated different combinations of hyperparameters using an
exhaustive search (i.e., grid search). That is, we experimented with a large subset of
all possible hyperparameters combinations for each model. We did not investigate
the whole hyperparameters combination search space, but a comprehensibly large
one that includes values that we supposed to be good based on our knowledge about
the given models and the fact that we dealt with unbalanced datasets. The reader
will find in Appendix A the list of values investigated in the grid search procedure
for the parameters tuned of each model.

Evaluation metrics

In the procedure to evaluate a machine learning model we must rely on a metric
of performance to assess the goodness of a model under a given combination of
hyperparameters. The metric used in this study to evaluate the performance of the
models, both during model selection and model assessment of nested cross-validation,
will be the f2_score [50]. Let us explain why we use this metric for evaluating our
models by looking at the nature of evaluation metrics used in recent work, as shown
in table 2.6.

Accuracy. The first usable metric is the accuracy, that is, the percentage of
correctly classified instances in the evaluation dataset. However, this metric does
not account for a possible imbalance between the number of instances in each class.

Confusion matrix. We can better understand the details of the performance of a
classifier on a binary classification task if we look at the confusion matrix, illustrated
in table 4.5.

In our binary classification problems, students dropping out belong to the positive
class (actual positive), while students who will not dropout belong to the negative
class (actual negative).

Precision and recall. The precision and the recall metrics leverage the compo-
nents of the confusion matrix to evaluate adequately the performance of a binary
classifier. They are defined as follows:
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Table 4.5: Structure of a confusion matrix.

Predicted Positive Predicted Negative

Actual Positive True Positive
(TP)

False Negative
(FN)

Actual Negative False Positive
(FP)

True Negative
(TN)
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precision = TP

TP + FP
recall = TP

TP + FN
(4.5)

(4.6)

Intuitively, the recall score (also called the true positive rate) reveals how well a
classifier can detect all the dropouts, while the precision score gives a measure of how
well a classifier can distinguish the dropouts from all the students. A classifier can
only have a perfect recall and precision value if it correctly classifies each student.
However, usually, classifiers must make a trade-off between precision and recall.
Typically, as the recall score increases, the precision score decreases. For instance, a
classifier can obtain a perfect recall score but a minimum precision if it classifies all
students as dropouts. Ideally, our measure of performance should also account for
this trade-off between precision and recall.

F-score. For defining a tradeoff between precision and recall, a popular measure is
the f-score:

Fβ = (1 + β2) · precision · recall
(β2 · precision) + recall . (4.7)

where the factor β defines the weight of the recall part of the equation. This
weight factor is set accordingly to the objectives of the applications. Applications
where precision and recall have the same importance rely on the f1-score (β = 1)
that weights precision and recall equally. However, in our scenario, we would like to
identify as many dropouts as possible. With that in mind, a false negative, that is,
a student dropping out but not identified by the classifier, is more costly. As such,
recall is more important. Therefore, it is better to rely on the f2-score, which will
weigh the recall two times more than the precision:

F2 = 5 · precision · recall
(4 · precision) + recall . (4.8)

AUCROC. One popular alternative for the f-score is the Area Under the Curve
of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (AUCROC or ROCAUC) [51]. First, the
ROC curve models how a probabilistic classifier’s true positive rate evolves against
its false-positive rate when we vary the detection threshold. For machine learning
algorithms that compute class probabilities, the threshold of detection specifies the
minimum predicted probability value at which a sample can be said to belong to the
positive class. Analyzing the ROC curve is especially useful in practice because it
allows the selection of an optimal threshold of detection depending on the needs of
the applications (i.e., trading off dynamically between correctly identifying positive
instances and misclassifying negative instances). Then, intuitively, the AUCROC
score estimates how well a classifier can distinguish between elements of the positive
and negative class taken randomly, even from a possibly imbalanced population.
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In the context of this thesis, we decided to rely on the f2-score to determine the
set of best hyperparameters for model selection. Nevertheless, for completeness, we
report the results of the evaluation pipeline on all the metrics presented. However,
we will replace the accuracy with the balanced accuracy, as it is a measure more
suited for imbalanced classification problems. The balanced accuracy is defined as
the average of the recall obtained on each class:

B = 1
2( TP

TP + FP
+ TN

TN + FN
) (4.9)

Still, for simplicity, we will use the term "accuracy" in the rest of the thesis for
referring to our use of the balanced accuracy score.

Preprocessing

It is a common practice in machine learning to preprocess the data fed to the models.
These preprocessing steps transform the data to ease the learning of the relevant
patterns. We performed the two following preprocessing steps: standardization, and
feature selection.

Standardization. Standardization balances the importance of each feature. It is a
common requirement for machine learning algorithms. The need for standardization
comes from the basic observation that features have different magnitudes. For
instance, if we take the position analysis, we computed distance and coverage metrics.
Distances values are integers that can be arbitrarily large. However, coverage
measures (percentages) are float values restricted in the interval [0, 100]. Without
standardization, because of the intrinsic nature of the learning algorithms of some
machine learning models, the distance values would have more importance than
the coverage values in inferring patterns. However, distances values might not
necessarily help more distinguishing students dropout. Thus, we standardize each
feature individually:

zj
i = xj

i − µj

σj

(4.10)

where zj
i is the standardized value of xj

i , the value of sample (student) i for the
feature column j, and uj (resp σj) is the mean of the feature column j. It is important
to note that the parameters µ and σ are computed on the given training fold and
reused on the provided evaluation fold of the inner loop to ensure consistency.

Feature selection. Our datasets are composed of many features. For each task
i, we defined several metrics for each type of analysis (subtask), and we computed
these metrics for every week j, 1 ≤ j < i. However, some of these features might not
be important for machine learning algorithms because they do not allow them to
distinguish dropouts from non-dropouts; Moreover, a high number of features often
leads to overfitting.
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Thus, we experimented with different feature selection techniques for training
each classifier. In the inner loop of nested cross-validation, the grid-search procedure
investigates combinations of model hyperparameters and feature selection techniques.
That is, at each iteration of the internal cross-validation, we evaluate a model trained
on a given set of hyperparameters and leveraging a given subset of features. We also
report the details of the feature selection techniques used in Appendix A.



Chapter 5

Findings

In the previous chapter, we described the methodology followed to answer our two
research questions. This chapter presents the numerical results obtained and is
divided accordingly into two sections.

5.1 Understanding students’ browsing behaviors
Before looking at the results, let us quickly recapitulate the process followed. Our
goal is to understand how students navigate the online programming course O1. We
postulated that analyzing students’ browsing behaviors could shed light on some
aspects of their learning processes. The course learning materials are divided into
thirteen weeks (twelve weeks of content and one week of recap), 68 chapters (web
pages), 694 sections, 1706 subsections, and 16 034 elements. The course also features
ten supplementary pages containing 98 sections, 255 subsections, and 2279 elements.

To reach our objective, we collected data about students navigating the course
content. This browsing data is composed of logs registering different types of
events. Table 5.1 shows the total count of each type of event in the raw data. To
conceptualize students’ actions, we transformed the raw data of each student, for
each week, according to the description of a model of how students browse online
courses. Subsequently, in the methods, we performed three analyses on the first four
weeks of transformed data. In these analyses, we computed different statistics. Each
statistic focused on a specific aspect of students browsing behavior and helped us
answer one of the sub-research questions.

Table 5.1: Count of each type of events.

Overall Average per student
Scroll 40932533 35317.112
Tick 34811378 29983.96
Visibility-hide 462521 427.074
Visibility-show 317027 309.295

68
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In this section, we show the distributions of the statistics presented in each
analysis type. We also lay out our observations. We regrouped the statistics by
their category to make the comparison easier. We show the distributions using
mainly bar plots and box plots. Bar plots will highlight the mean value and the
standard deviation of each statistic, computed over a subset of the student population
(non-outliers) over the four weeks of data analyzed. We used box plots to insist on
the variation of the individual observations over the weeks. On these box plots, one
dot represents one student in one of the four weeks of data. Moreover, the color of
the illustrations allows distinguishing the different categories put forward.

5.1.1 Browsing analysis
Let us start with a simple analysis of the actions of our model of how students
browsed the online courses. As a reminder, our model defined students’ browsing
as a sequence of reading and moving actions. Figure 5.1 shows the distribution of
the number of reading actions, as well as the distribution of the number of moving
actions per high-level category.

Reading actions. For each action, we categorized students’ reading mode depend-
ing on the percentage of textual elements read by the student and using the intervals
set in table 3.1. This percentage depended in turn on the ratio between the actual
and the expected reading time. The left plot of figure 5.1 shows the distribution
of the number of reading actions students make in average per week. On average,
students make the same number of looking (183.27) and working actions (183.34).
However, most reading actions consist of ignoring (323.46) and scanning actions
(224.29).

Figure 5.1: Counts of reading and moving actions. On the left: counts of reading
actions. On the right: counts of moving actions.

Moving actions. We grouped moving actions into three general categories: a
change in the type of page, a change across material pages, and a change within
a material page. Looking at the right plot of figure 5.1, we can observe that the
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majority of motions in the course concerned changes that occured inside material
pages. Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 show the details of each type of motion action within
each category. We can make the following observations for each category:

• Changes between pages of different types: students made few transitions to
supplementary pages (13.15). Most transitions happened to material pages
(92.99) and pages outside the course content (95.31).

• Changes across material pages: students made more transitions between close
chapters (previous (12.47) or following ones (14.17)) than chapters further
away (in preceding (5.64) or following weeks (6.16)). We can also observe that
students made relatively equally forward and backward motions, even though
there was a small tendency to go more forward.

• Changes within the same page: students made many transitions within the same
subsection. Moreover, students did more transitions from the current section
to other sections (following section (34.85) and previous section (69.67)) than
transitions from the current subsection to the following (104.58) or previous
subsection (48.97). We can also observe from the numbers that students made
more forward motions than backward motions.

Transitions between types of actions. We also looked at the number of tran-
sitions between the general categories of each type of action. Figure 5.5 shows such
transition counts. We can make the following observations:

• Independently of the reading mode, students performed more transitions within
the material pages, confirming our previous observation.

• Students performed transitions from the reading mode to another material
page almost exclusively when they were reading using the ignoring mode or
more rarely when they were reading using the working mode.

• A student who transitioned was more likely to start reading in the ignoring
mode, notably when the student moved to another material page. Moreover,
when students transitioned within material pages, they were more likely to
start with modes that require less focus.

5.1.2 Time analysis
Counts gave us a high-level overview of students’ activity, but we can more precisely
figure out students’ focus by looking at their time spent. Students spent on average
460.67 minutes online per week. Let us first look at how students organized their
time.
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Figure 5.2: Counts of moving actions from different type of pages.

Figure 5.3: Counts of moving action
across material pages.

Figure 5.4: Counts of moving actions
within material pages.

Figure 5.5: Transitions across actions type. On the left: counts of the average
number of transitions from a reading action to a moving action (by category). On
the right: counts of the average number of transitions from a moving action category
to a reading action.
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Study sessions statistics. On average, students divided their total time spent
online into 10 study sessions of 50 minutes each week. Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 shows
the bivariate distributions between two metrics of study sessions and the total time
studied. Each dot on each graph represents one student in one of the four weeks.
Figure 5.6 shows the bivariate distribution between the number of study sessions
and the average study session length. We can observe that the distribution seems to
follow an exponential decay: as the number of study sessions increases, the average
length of a study session decreases faster. We can make two other observations.
On the one hand, the number of students with a given number of learning sessions
decreases as the number of learning sessions increases. On the other hand, the
average study session length seems to follow a normal distribution if we ignore the
proportion of students who did not study. What we observe as a result is that there
is a considerable variation in the average study session lengths when the number of
study sessions is small. However, this variation decreases as the number of study
sessions increases. In other words, there is a more considerable disparity in the time
allocated per study session between students who have fewer sessions (and there
are more of such students) than students who have more study sessions. Moreover,
looking at figure 5.7, it seems that the total time studied increases globally linearly
with the number of study sessions. Figure 5.8 also shows that as the average length
increases, the total time also increases, but in a local fashion. That is, the increase
is linear among subsets of students.

Time spent each day, and each moment of the day. The total time students
spent working each week was distributed over the weekdays relative evenly, as shown
in figure 5.9. However, from this figure, we can also observe that the average time
dedicated each day increased slightly from Thursday to Tuesday (the day before the
course) and declined on Wednesday, before restarting the cycle. During the day, on
average, students tended to study more during the afternoon (192.44 minutes) or the
morning (151.48 minutes). A relatively tiny share of students spent time working
during the evening (96 minutes) or during the night (20 minutes).

Time spent reading and time spent moving. As shown in figure 5.10, stu-
dents spent in average 423.85 minutes reading, and 36.825 minutes moving per week.

Let us focus on different insights that the time spent reading can give us, as this
reading action tells us more about what knowledge students tried to acquire.

Time spent reading per mode. Students spent their time reading according to
the different categorisations presented in figure 5.11. On average, per week, they
spent 3.86 minutes reading in the ignoring mode, 21.19 minutes reading in the
scanning mode, 55.84 minutes reading in the looking mode, and 117.84 minutes
reading in the working mode for contents inside of the course page (thus, ignoring
time spent reading outside of the course content).
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Figure 5.6: Bivariate distribution of the number study sessions and the average
study session length.

Figure 5.7: Bivariate distribution of
the number of study sessions and the
total time studied.

Figure 5.8: Bivariate distribution of
the average study session length and
the total time studied.
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Figure 5.9: On the left (resp. on the right) total time spent every day (resp total
time spent every moment of the day) averaged for all day (resp moment of the day)
over week 1 to 4.

Figure 5.10: Time spent reading and moving.

Figure 5.11: Time spent doing different reading actions.
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Time spent reading in different types of pages. Figure 5.12 shows the time
each user spent reading in different type of pages. As we can observe, students did
not spend time on the supplementary pages. On average, they only spent 5 minutes
per week. Instead, they spent most of the time in the materials (292.12 minutes) or
outside pages (126.72 minutes).

Figure 5.12: Time spent in each type of page.

Time spent reading in supplementary pages. As we just observed, the average
time spent on the supplementary pages was low (5 minutes on average). Indeed, the
average student spent less than 1 minute in total each week on each supplementary
page, as shown in figure 5.13, even though multiple outlier students spent more than
a few minutes on these pages. There is nevertheless one exception where students
spent on average 3.63 minutes on the IntelliJ page.

Figure 5.13: Time spent reading each supplementary page.

The rest of the analysis looks at different aspects of where are students spending
their time in the materials when they are reading.

Relative time spent reading in the materials. Figure 5.14 shows the relative
time spent reading by each student in the materials. As explained earlier, we
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computed the time each student spent reading in the material pages of the previous
weeks, current week, and subsequent weeks for each week of data. As we can observe,
students spent most of their time on materials of chapters of the current week in
the course schedule (243.25 minutes). Moreover, they also spent a bit of time ahead
(40.41 minutes) and less time reviewing previous knowledge (8.45 minutes).

Figure 5.14: Time spent relatively on material pages.

Absolute time spent reading in the materials. The absolute time spent on
the materials will give us a better view of students’ priorities. As a first illustration,
figure 5.15 shows the total time each user spent on each page of the materials. We
can make two observations. First, we see up-spikes and down-spikes, suggesting that
not all pages are equally important for students. Second, we can also observe that
the average total time spent reading decreased for pages after the 30th material page.

5.1.3 Position analysis
The time analysis gave us a general overview of where students spent their time in
the materials at the page level. Our data enables us to look in more detail at the
time spent at finer-grained levels. In this analysis, we dive one level more profound
than the page level and look at different aspects of the student’s position in the
materials at the section level.

High level analysis

Percentages of covered sections. We will start by looking at the percentage of
covered sections while doing reading actions. We wanted to know whether students
used the different reading modes differently to explore the content of the material
pages. For that purpose, we computed the percentage of covered sections when
employing a specific strategy for sections of chapters of weeks 1 to 4. Figure 5.16
shows the percentages of covered sections while doing each action. On average,
students covered only 56.09 % of all the sections they were supposed to cover.
Moreover, students covered more of the materials in reading modes where they were
less focused: ignoring (45.47 %), scanning (42.11 %), looking (37.90 %), working
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Figure 5.15: Average total time students spent reading each page of the materials
for the four weeks of data. On the left: the whole picture for all pages of the course.
On the right: a zoomed version that focused on the chapters’ pages in the first four
weeks.
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(32.58 %). We can observe a steady decrease from the ignoring mode to the working
mode. These two observations imply an overlap between the sections visited in each
mode. However, we did not investigate the extent of this overlap.

Figure 5.16: Percentages of covered sections of the course weeks while doing each
reading action.

Distance statistics. Second, we also looked at the distance students typically
traveled when they studied using our custom distance metric, as illustrated in figure
5.17. The intra-study session and the inter-study session distances seem to follow
normal distributions centered around 0 (0.09 and -0.45, respectively) with standard
deviations of 0.60 and 23.35. Moreover, when looking at the bivariate relational
distribution, we observe a linear relationship between both variables. Indeed, it seems
that as the average inter-study session distance increases, the average intra-study
session distance decreases.

Figure 5.17: Distances. The first (resp. the second) plot shows the univariate
distribution of the average intra (resp inter) study session distance. The third plot
highlights the bivariate distribution of both distance measures.
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Frequent pattern analysis

Figure 5.15 suggested that some pages were more important than others. As an
extrapolation, we hypothesized that some sections were more critical than others. In
this subanalysis, we look at the sections of materials often read by students and those
often read together. In particular, we were interested in the sections where students
put attention in their reading, i.e., those where they read in the looking or working
mode. For this, we leveraged frequent pattern mining to extract the frequently read
sections in the two reading modes.

Frequent itemsets. The frequent pattern analyses (one for each of the four weeks
analyzed) returned 160 frequent itemsets, that is, 160 ensembles of sections often
visited together. In total, students covered 159 different sections of 23 chapters of
weeks 1 to 4. The average size of one itemset is 2.22, and the maximum size is 5.
The average distance (in sections) between items, i.e., sections, in an itemset was
3.46, and the maximum distance was 10.

Most visited sections. Table 5.2 shows the top 10 sections of the course read by
students, i.e., the top 10 maximal frequent itemsets of size 1. Table 5.3 shows the
top 10 pairs of sections frequently visited together, i.e., the top 10 maximal frequent
itemsets of size 2. We ranked the itemsets by summing the total time students spent
on each section in the itemset.

Table 5.2: Most visited sections. These sections correspond to itemsets of length 1.
We ranked the sections by summing the total time statistics as presented in table
4.4 for each student for all weeks analyzed.

Rank Course week Chapter Section Total time
1 2 3 More Practice: Pictures as Objects 11348.827383
2 4 1 CarSim 7810.989550
3 2 7 Reading Keyboard Input 5714.804383
4 3 4 Combining if s 5222.131333
5 3 3 Relational Operators 5212.735867
6 3 4 Finishing class Experience 4628.608433
7 3 4 Affecting Program State with an if 4384.745283
8 2 4 Assignment: Odds (Part 1 of 9) 4291.281567
9 4 2 A First Draft of Class Category 3664.060350
10 2 6 Interconnected Objects 3632.999867

During the four weeks, the most visited section was the section "More Practice:
Pictures as Objects" of the third chapter of the second week. This section focuses on
practicing how to access and use methods and attributes of a class representing a
picture (i.e., image) of different geometrical shapes to construct more detailed images.
The section includes four assignments as well as one optional practice exercise. The
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Table 5.3: Most visited pairs of sections. These pairs correspond to itemsets of
length 2. We ranked the pairs of sections by summing the total time statistics (as
presented in table 4.4 for each student for all weeks analyzed. In the table, the absence
of a title corresponds to the unnamed introduction section of the corresponding
chapter.

Rank Course week chapter Section Course week Chapter Section Total time
1 1 3 A String ed Instrument 1 3 One Plus One 11710.897567
2 1 6 1 6 Function Parade 10965.719267
3 4 4 Assignment: Star Maps (Part 2 of 4: Seeing Stars) 4 4 Assignment: Football3 10505.789467
4 3 6 3 6 Assignment: FlappyBug (Part 13 of 17: An Obsti... 10091.598233
5 4 2 Selected Methods of Vectors and Buffers 4 2 Football2: A New Match Class 9876.412333
6 3 5 Example: VendingMachine 3 5 Assignment: Spot the Errors 9769.548333
7 1 4 We Just Improved Code Quality 1 4 Variables of Various Types 8703.252867
8 4 4 Assignment: Improve Class VendingMachine 4 4 8171.801733
9 1 7 Punctuation in Function Definitions 1 7 Programming Exercise: meters 8016.942317
10 1 1 1 1 Hello 7965.454950
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two first assignments are in the form of a Multiple-choice questionnaire, while the
two last ones require students to write a program.

When looking at table 5.3, we notice that all top 10 pairs of sections often visited
together are in the same chapter. Moreover, most of the most visited pairs of sections
(5 out of 10) concerned sections of the first week. The most visited pair of sections
was the pair "A Stringed Instrument" and "One Plus One" of the third chapter of the
first week. The former section introduces the concept of strings to represents text
and music. It also presents two commands, print, and play, to respectively display
the text on the command line and play the notes corresponding to each character in
the string entered. The latter section is relatively short and presents the concept of
arithmetic operations in programming languages.

We invite the reader to access the course pages [39] to discover more about the
content of the most visited (pairs of) sections.

Let us look at the metrics computed, as presented in table 4.4, for all students in
our population for each of the frequent itemsets obtained.

Individual frequent itemsets statistics. We computed two statistics for each
frequent itemset: the number of transactions in which the itemset was a subset and
the total time the student spent on all sections of the itemset for each corresponding
study session. From this, we computed the total count and the total time, that is, the
sum of each respective metric overall frequent itemset. Figure 5.18 shows the bivariate
relational distribution between the total count and the total time. Interestingly, the
distribution seems to follow a slow exponential growth: as the total count increases,
the total time seems to increase faster.

Figure 5.18: Bivariate relational distribution between the total number of study
sessions and the total time for each itemset.
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Distance and coverage. Finally, we computed the average distance between
frequently visited sections (distance obtained in terms of steps, not in terms of our
distance measure) as well as the percentage of frequent sections covered by each
student. Figure 5.19 shows the distribution of these two metrics. We observe that
students cover a higher proportion of the frequently visited sections (65.50 % on
average) than all sections of the material (we had 56.09 %). Moreover, the average
step between frequently visited sections is distributed between 0 and 2 with an
average of 0.41. Our results show steps less than one because we defined itemsets of
size one as having a step of 0. If we ignore this particular case, our results suggest
that students moved between sections often visited together in immediate steps (1 or
2 maximum), meaning that they usually did not go through other sections.

Figure 5.19: Distance and coverage statistics computed for each student.
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5.2 Predicting academic performance
Similar to the previous section, let us recapitulate our procedure. In the methods
chapter, we defined who are students drop out using the concept of activity, and
we formulated the problem of detecting students dropping out of the course. Our
formulation proposed to tackled three tasks: for each week analyzed, starting from
the second week, our goal was to detect students dropping out at the given week using
data from the preceding week. We chose the definition and the problem formulation
to be as close as possible to a scenario where we could deploy a warning application
to prevent students from giving up early on participating in the course.

To solve each task, we created four datasets: a browsing dataset, a time dataset,
a position dataset, and a multi dataset. The features of the first three datasets com-
prised the statistics presented in the corresponding analysis, computed individually
on each week of data used to solve the given task. The last dataset merged the
features of the three preceding datasets. We thus have twelve subtasks: four datasets
for three weeks to predict. To answer our research questions, for each subtask, we
evaluated the performance of popular classifiers used in recent literature, using the
nested cross-validation procedure and different recent performance metrics. This
section summarizes our results.

Table 5.4 shows the number of students as well as the number of dropouts for
each week of data analyzed. When looking at the table, the reader might be surprised
at first that the number of students on one week minus the number of dropouts
on that week does not equal the number of students on the following week. This
difference is simply due to the number of students that arrived (e.g., late registration)
the subsequent week. We can observe that the number of students dropping out
decreased fast, which lead to unbalanced datasets. Moreover, we note that in this
study we ignore the problem of detecting students dropping out during the first week.

Table 5.4: Number of students and dropouts for each week of data analyzed.

week 1 week 2 week 3 week 4
Number of students 1196 966 896 860
Number of dropouts 310 134 61 29

Comparing the performance of the different analysis types. Using the
results tables, we compared the performance of the different datasets. We created
the following ranking (from best to worse) for each dataset in terms of f2-score
performance:

1. Multi: the multi analysis datasets contained, for each task i, for each student s
included in the task (i.e., for each row of the datasets) the statistics presented
in the three individual analyses (see bellow) computed individually for each
week data j (1 ≤ j < i) and formed the feature columns of each dataset.
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2. Position: the position analysis datasets contained, for each task i, for all student
s included in the task (i.e., for each row of the datasets), the statistics presented
in tables 4.3 and 4.4, computed individually for each week data j (1 ≤ j < i)
and formed the feature columns of each dataset.

3. Time: the time analysis datasets contained for each task i, for each student s
included in the task (i.e., for each row of the datasets), the statistics presented
in table 4.2 computed individually for each week data j (1 ≤ j < i) and formed
the feature columns of each dataset.

4. Browsing: the browsing analysis datasets contained for each task i, for each
student s included in the task (i.e., for each row of the datasets), the count
of the number of actions for all actions presented in table 4.1, as well as the
count of the number of transitions between actions of different types. These
count statistics were computed individually for each week’s data j (1 ≤ j < i)
and formed the feature columns of each dataset.

This ranking held in general for the results of every week, i.e., task i, except
for the last week (where the pattern analysis produced lower results than the time
analysis) and the first week (where the multi analysis produced lower results than
the pattern analysis).

Evolution of the scores across weeks. When looking at the results tables, we
observe that for all individual analysis types (browsing, time, and pattern), the
principal metric (the f2-score) decreases from predicting week 2 to predicting week
4. However, for the multi analysis, this score increases from predicting week 2 to
predicting week 4. Also, we can observe the tradeoff between precision and recall in
all subtasks: when recall increases, precision decreases.

When looking at figure 5.20, we observe that in all type of analysis, the f2 score,
the f1 score, and the precision scores decreases from predicting week 2 to predicting
week 4. For the browsing, time, and multi analysis, roc_auc, recall, and accuracy
increase from predicting the second week to predicting the third week. Moreover,
the variation in the score increases as the number of dropouts decreases, suggesting
a higher difference between the prediction performance of the different models.

Ranking of the models. We evaluated the performance of different classifiers on
the dataset of each subtask. Looking at table 5.8, we ranked the models according
to how many problem instances, i.e., how many subtasks, the model produced the
best results. According to this criteria, we obtain the following ranking:

1. RandomForest (5)

2. followed by LogisticRegression (3) and SVC (3)

3. DecisionTreeClassifier (1)
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Tables 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 show the results of the best model, i.e., the model with the
highest f2-score, for classifying students dropping out at week 2, 3, and 4 respectively,
for each analysis type. Table 5.8 shows which models were selected for each such
configuration. Finally, figure 5.20 follows the same categorization as the tables;
however, we obtained the score displayed by averaging the score of all models trained,
contrary to the tables that show only the score of the best model. When we refer to
a score, we refer to the generalization performance obtained on the test set during
the evaluation procedure.

Table 5.5: Best prediction scores for each analysis type on multiple metrics. Task:
predicting dropouts on the second week of the course.

f2-score f1-score recall precision accuracy roc_auc
Browsing 0.659 0.594 0.711 0.513 0.802 0.865

Time 0.660 0.563 0.748 0.455 0.802 0.865
Position 0.750 0.621 0.874 0.484 0.862 0.905
Multi 0.739 0.617 0.852 0.483 0.854 0.904

Table 5.6: Best prediction scores for each analysis type on multiple metrics. Task:
predicting dropouts on the third week of the course.

f2-score f1-score recall precision accuracy roc_auc
Browsing 0.569 0.458 0.681 0.347 0.788 0.837

Time 0.578 0.406 0.818 0.273 0.818 0.857
Position 0.589 0.423 0.819 0.291 0.820 0.890
Multi 0.593 0.424 0.816 0.288 0.823 0.886

Table 5.7: Best prediction scores for each analysis type on multiple metrics. Task:
predicting dropouts on the fourth week of the course.

f2-score f1-score recall precision accuracy roc_auc
Browsing 0.512 0.329 0.821 0.206 0.832 0.881

Time 0.563 0.432 0.721 0.317 0.819 0.919
Position 0.499 0.331 0.796 0.217 0.822 0.915
Multi 0.666 0.510 0.846 0.370 0.885 0.943

Table 5.8: Model yielding the best results for each analysis type and each week.

Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
Browsing RandomForestClassifier RandomForestClassifier LogisticRegression

Time SVC LogisticRegression RandomForestClassifier
Position SVC RandomForestClassifier LogisticRegression
Multi SVC DecisionTreeClassifier RandomForestClassifier
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Figure 5.20: Evolution of all scores across weeks for each analysis type. From top
to bottom, left to right, we show the evolution of the scores across weeks using
browsing analysis datasets, time analysis datasets, position analysis datasets, and
multi analysis datasets. We obtained each score as the average score of all models
trained for the corresponding subtask.



Chapter 6

Discussion

In the previous chapter, we presented our analyses of how students browse the online
course and how these analyses relate in predictive power to students dropping out.
In this chapter, for each sub-research question addressed, we highlight our main
observations, and we emit several hypotheses justifying these observations. Following
that, we relate our work with past studies and discuss similarities and differences.
Finally, we conclude this chapter with several limitations of our study.

6.1 Understanding students’ browsing behaviors
Our goal was to understand how students browse the online course resources. We
subdivided the high-level research question into the following sub-research questions:

RQ1.1 Which browsing actions are students making while navigating the online
course?

RQ1.2 How are students transitioning between the different browsing actions?

RQ1.3 How are students managing their time?

RQ1.4 Where do students spend their time in the content of the course?

RQ1.5 How and to which extent do students consider the content of the course?

RQ1.6 How are students making progress through the contents of the course?

We computed different statistics across a subset of the population for all weeks
analyzed; let us summarize our previous observations and answer the research
questions.

RQ1.1 Which browsing actions are students making while
navigating the online course?
Let us focus separately on the two high-level actions: reading and moving.

87
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How are students reading? Figure 5.1 highlighted the fact that when students
read, they read mainly in the two modes that require less focus (ignoring and scanning
mode), and they perform the same number of looking and working reading actions.
However, when analyzing the time spent in each reading mode, as illustrated in
figure 5.11, we observed that students spent twice more time looking than scanning
and twice more time working than looking. Our definition of each reading mode
mainly explains this time difference. Indeed, if we consider that paragraphs have
an average length P , given that we observe that students do an equal amount of
reading actions of each type, then by default, the proportion of time spent will be
different. If we had observed, for instance, that students spent an equal amount of
time reading, ignoring, and reading working, then the counts of ignoring reading
actions would have been significantly different. If we had observed that students
spent an equal amount of time looking and working, even though there are the same
number of both reading actions, this would have meant that students read in the
looking mode for longer paragraphs. The relatively high number of scanning actions
(and the proportionally high time spent in this mode) suggest that students also
spent considerable effort searching quickly for specific pieces of information. We
can suppose that students stopped multiple times at different positions during these
efforts to identify whether or not the segment of the page they are reading contains
the information they sought, which would justify the high number of ignoring actions.
However, we can make another hypothesis. Perhaps students did not read the content
of the materials properly (scanning or ignoring mode) if there were no assignments
related to the corresponding content. One could have expected that students would
perform more reading actions in the looking mode because it is in that scenario
that we assumed that they read at their expected average speed. Moreover, we set
a wide interval of the percentage of time spent reading for this mode (see table
3.1). However, our results showed that when students engaged in reading, they used
the looking and working modes equally often. We suppose that the higher than
expected number of reading working actions is due to the influence of non-tagged
and or non-textual elements such as images, animations, commented blocks, or in
particular, contents of assignments. As mentioned in the data chapter, we did not
consider the time spent on these visualizations elements and the time spent on
the assignments. Nevertheless, because of the nature of the collection mechanisms,
the time spent on these non-tagged and non-textual elements was redistributed to
nearby textual elements. We can then justify the high number of working actions
and the proportionally high time spent reading using this strategy. On the one
hand, it is reasonable to assume that students spent a significant amount of time on
the visualizations as they support, clarify, and give as much information as textual
content. On the other hand, there is a significant incentive (the course grade) for
students to solve the assignments (instructional context).

How are students moving? Figure 5.1 highlighted the fact that most students
motion happened within material pages, in particular, in the same subsection (as
highlighted in figure 5.4). We also observed that students tended to jump more
between sections inside material pages than to move to close subsections, but that
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between material pages, students move to close chapters. Moreover, when inside
material pages, the forward direction is clear, while when moving between material
pages, they move equally in both directions. These results suggest that students
reading within a material page was not linear; however, students reading across
material pages was more linear.

RQ1.2 How are students transitioning between the different
browsing actions?
Figure 5.5 shows that students were more likely to change to another material page
when they are in the reading mode ignoring, or more rarely when they were in the
working mode. It is interesting to see that these two reading modes lie at both
ends of the reading attention spectrum. Let us justify these two observations by
building on our previous discussion about the count and time spent reading using
these different modes.

Our primary hypothesis was that students leveraged the ignoring mode when
they were in a state where they looked for information around the course. In that
hypothesis, they stopped at multiple places using the ignoring mode, and they
used the scanning mode to reacquire the information they sought. Under the same
hypothesis, we can reasonably suppose that they are more likely to move to different
pages in that state of information searching. On the other hand, we supposed that
students used the working mode when engaging with visualizations or, in particular,
when they were solving assignments. Under that first hypothesis, we could suppose
that students would transition to a different material page if they linked the current
knowledge taught (visualization) or examined (assignment) with a concept taught in
a precedent chapter of the course. For instance, while working on an assignment, a
student remembered that a previous chapter assignment asked a similar question.

RQ1.3 How are students managing their time?
We examined how students managed their time by looking at how they divided the
total time spent online into study sessions and how they divided the time across days
of the week and moments of the day.

Figure 5.6 highlighted the variance in the study time allocated per study session,
variance which depended on the number of such study sessions. Moreover, figure 5.8
and 5.7 also put forward the global linear relationship between the total time studied
and the number of study sessions and the local linear relationships between the total
time studied and the average length of a study session. These observations suggest
that students have their typical study sessions strategy inherent to their learning
strategy and independent of the task. Moreover, they allocate a new study session
block each time they need to work more. Additionally, in this spectrum of strategy,
many more students favor few but long study sessions than students who engage in
multiple short study sessions. Figure 5.15 highlighted that students increased the
time spent working from Thursday to the following week Wednesday and that most
of the time spent working each day is during the morning or the afternoon. Since the
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deadline for the assignments were Wednesday at noon, we can emit the hypothesis
that the average student had procrastination tendencies and delayed his or her work.

RQ1.4 Where do students spend their time in the content of
the course?
We observed from figure 5.12 that students spent the majority of their time in the
material pages of the course or outsides pages. Students did not spend much time
on the supplementary pages.

Why did students not access the supplementary pages? One could make
the hypothesis that students did not spend much time on the supplementary pages
because these pages contain mainly small information that could be quickly accessed
and did not require reading thoroughly. When a student needed one specific piece of
information, for instance, a reminder on a term found in the glossary, they could
search for that term using the browser search functionality, quickly read the small
related paragraph, and move back to the main materials.

However, the total time spent on most of the supplementary pages was low
(below 1 minute on average). Moreover, our analysis of the counts of moving actions
highlighted the low number of access to these supplementary pages. These two
observations do not support the previous hypothesis. Thus, a more straightforward
reason might be that most students did not feel the need to access information given
in the supplementary pages. If they needed such complementary information, they
might have looked for answers on the internet.

The only exception to the low amount of time spent on supplementary pages is
the IntelliJ page. This page guides students in the installation process of the IntelliJ
Idea for allowing them to program on their personal computers. Once again, we can
justify the exception by referring to the instructional context and the emphasis that
the course puts on solving the assignments.

Where did students spend their time in the material pages? Moreover,
when we looked into details at which sections of the materials were the most frequently
read, we noticed that these sections corresponded mainly to sections with multiple
assignments. The best explanation for this is again the instructional context and the
emphasis put on the assignments.

What are students doing when looking at outside pages? Given the nature
of the course, we suppose that most of the time students spent outside of the course
were due to them working on the programming assignments. However, students
could also search for information on the internet.
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RQ1.5 How and to which extent do students consider the
content of the course?
To answer this question in general, we computed the percentage of sections read in
chapters of weeks 1 to 4. When looking at figure 5.16, we observed that the less the
reading mode relied on concentration, the more students covered sections using this
reading mode.

These observations mainly support our second hypothesis about students’ reading
modes: the hypothesis that students will ignore or pay less attention to the content
of the materials unrelated to assignments.

We also computed the percentage of frequently visited sections covered by students
(65.50 %), which we found to be on average higher than the percentage of covered
sections. This observation suggests that students tend to consider the same sections
of the course as important.

RQ1.6 How are students making progress through the con-
tents of the course?
We computed for each student the average intra- and inter-study session distances.
Figure 5.17 highlighted both univariate distributions, as well as the relationship
between the two metrics. We observed that both distributions are relatively well
centered around 0, suggesting that students read linearly.

The distribution of the intra study session distance suggests that when students
moved from one reading action to another, they did not jump across sections. This
observation matches our previous observation that students move most of the time
within the same subsection, and as such, the section distance is most of the time
null. We hypothesize that the transitions to the following or previous sections, which
are more prominent than transitions to the following or the previous subsection, as
seen in our analysis of transitions counts, mainly cause the deviation in the normal
distribution. The distribution of the inter-study session distance suggests, on the
other hand, that when students reengage with a study session, they tend to engage
at the same position or go slightly backward, that is (since the mean is -0.45). This
observation makes sense if we hypothesize that when a student reengaged in a new
study session, the student needed to refresh his/her memory.

Finally, when looking at the bivariate relational distribution between the two
types of distances, we observed a linear tendency that showed that as the average
inter-study session distance increases, the average intra study session decreases. As
a reminder, we postulated that our distance metric measures the extent to which
two parts of the materials (here, two sections) differ in the knowledge taught. The
sign of the distance value embeds the positive or negative direction of the student
access. In particular, a negative distance meant that the student accessed previous
knowledge, knowledge that we suppose he/she should have acquired. However, we
know that this assumption does not always hold. Indeed, two parts of the materials
far away from each other might teach the same concepts.

Coming back to our observation, the relationship between the two distances
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suggests three things. When students engaged with a new study session at a section
located before they stopped, they tended to make more forward transitions in their
new study session and ended up making progress. Since both distributions are well
centered, the plot also suggests that students who started a new study session around
the same position did not make more forward transitions than backward transitions
and ended up around the same position. Lastly, students who started a new study
session a few sections ahead of the one they stopped their previous study session
were likely to make more backward transitions within that new study session and,
as such, end up in a previous section. In the former case, we can hypothesize that
as students already refreshed their memory when starting the study session, they
do not need to make more progress forward in their new study session. However,
when starting a study session ahead, students might need to come back more often
to previous sections to refresh their memory.

We gave another answer to this question by computing the number of steps (i.e.,
the number of reading actions) between frequently visited sections within an itemset.
Our results suggested that students tend to move in direct steps (1 or 2 max) from
sections often visited together.

These results suggest that students made direct links between the concepts taught
across the sections frequently visited together. Since these sections contain mostly
assignments, it suggests that students make associations between the knowledge
requested to solve different assignments. These observations also support our hy-
pothesis that when students are in the working mode, solving an assignment, they
might move to a different material page because they linked the knowledge requested
in the current assignment with the knowledge requested from a previous assignment.

Summary
Let us summarize our conception of how students browsed the online course. Students
allocate their time in study sessions blocks, within which they decide to work on one
specific part of the material. They move thus around the same subsection, which
probably corresponds to one particular assignment on which they are working. When
working on an assignment, students might look for information on other pages to
refresh their memory. When students search for information within the materials,
they scroll through multiple contents, often stopping to identify whether they arrived
at the source and scanning the text to identify this information. Students also make
associations between the concepts demanded in different assignments. Also, in some
scenarios, they read with less focus the content of materials that might not help to
solve the assignments. When students are not engaged in the materials, they are
most likely searching for information on outsides pages or solving an assignment
using the IntelliJ programming environment on their computer.

Finally, it is important to note that in all these interpretations, we do not
have the real ground truth, and we can only emit hypothesises. It is not possible
to know for sure the motivations of all students. Moreover, students might have
different motivations and browse using different strategies which could match several
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hypotheses. Our confidence in our hypotheses depend in turn on the number
of and quality of the observations that support (or do not support) them. This
hypothesis based problem solving formulation allow us to define the set of future
research questions to ask, and design better following methodologies to answer these
questions.

6.2 Predicting academic performance
Our goal was to understand how students’ browsing patterns relate to their course
performance, defined as dropping out of the course. We subdivided the high-level
research question into the following sub-research questions:

RQ2.1 To what extent can we identify students dropping out using browsing analysis
data?

RQ2.2 To what extent can we identify students dropping out using time analysis
data?

RQ2.3 To what extent can we identify students dropping out using pattern analysis
data?

RQ2.4 Can we improve the results by combining different categories of metrics?

To answer the research questions, we formulated the problem of predicting
dropouts as a multi-task problem that leverages the statistics computed for answering
the first research question in machine learning pipelines. Let us summarize the
performance results obtained in these pipelines and answer the research questions.

6.2.1 On the performance of the analyses
We observed, in general, the following ranking in terms of performance for the
different datasets using the f2-score as the main metric:

1. Multianalysis

2. Position

3. Time

4. Browsing

On the ranking of the different types of individual analysis. The ranking of
the individual analyses (position, time, browsing) matches the order of the complexity
of the features computed in each of the related analysis types. Browsing statistics
were very general. Although they gave us insights into what students are doing,
simple counts do not reflect enough students’ attention, mainly because it misses
where students put their attention. We hypothesized that using time as a measure
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of attention, as many previous studies did, allows the corresponding time analysis to
obtain better results. This time analysis covered multiple aspects at a higher level.
One reason justifying that the position analysis gave better results than the time
analysis is that it focused on the essential part of the course: the materials. Indeed,
the materials chapters are the heart of the course. By looking more intensely (in
terms of fine-graininess) into where students were in the materials, the models got
better insights into the components that might discourage students from taking part
in the course.

Reasons why the multianalysis produces better results. We expected the
multi-analysis to obtain the best scores. These datasets combine all metrics computed
in each of the individual analyses. Each analysis focuses on few aspects of students
browsing patterns and misses part of other aspects. By combining the different
statistics computed, we cover a broad spectrum of different concepts that might
be useful to discriminate students dropping out. Moreover, given the complexity
of students’ learning processes, and students’patterns, it is more likely that the
phenomenon of students dropping out results from a mix of various reasons.

Exceptions. Nevertheless, we also observed two exceptions to this ranking. First,
for predicting dropouts during the second week, the multi-analysis produces worst
results than the position analysis. Second, the Position analysis produced lower
results than the time analysis on predicting the third week of data. We observe
that in that case, the model made a trade-off between recall and precision: precision
decreases, but recall increased. A lower number of data points can justify this.
Moreover, when looking at the tables, we also observed that the difference in scores
between the position analysis and the time analysis decreases as the week predicted
increases. This phenomenon might be a tendency of the position analysis to be less
discriminative as time progresses.

6.2.2 On the evolution of the scores across weeks
When constructing a dataset for machine learning predictions, two main concepts
are important: the number of data points (in our case, the number of students)
and the features used for each data point. In general, the more data points, the
better. However, this is not necessarily true with features, and the only requirement
is that the features are discriminative. Moreover, there should be a limit in the
number of features used for the prediction tasks, even with discriminative features.
Too many features can lead to overfitting, which justifies why feature selection (or,
more generally, dimensionality reduction) is an important step. In our case, when
the weeks increase: we have more features, but we have fewer data points, and in
particular, fewer positive data points. As a consequence, we deal with more and
more unbalanced classification problems.

We observed something interesting. As expected, the models’ performance
decrease as the weeks increase for the individual analysis. However, the scores for
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multi-analysis at the last predicted week are higher than the scores obtained for
predicting dropouts during the second week. We emit the following hypothesis.

The main reasoning and advantage of computing the metrics individually across
weeks and use them as features are that it reflects students’ evolution/progress.
Indeed, as introduced earlier in the problem definition, we suppose that students
coming to drop out is an evolving process during which the student gradually decides
to give up on the course.

We then suppose that this process of giving up is then reflected as a positive or
negative variation in some of the computed statistics across weeks and perhaps in
sets of evolutions of different statistics. These variations might be patterns that the
machine learning classifiers can identify. For instance, a machine learning model
might find that fewer study sessions combined with more time spent in chapters of the
previous weeks and a smaller intra study session distance lead to students being more
likely to drop out. We postulate then that as time progresses, the increase in total
discrimination power of features available for the prediction tasks counterbalances,
to some extent, the decrease in the number of positive data points and allows specific
models to identify patterns of students dropping out. We called this effect "the
dropout tradeoff".

6.2.3 On the ranking of the models
We created a ranking of the different models based on the number of subtasks where
each model yield the best results:

1. Random forest (5)

2. SVC and Logistic regression (3)

3. Decision tree (1)

4. Perceptron (0)

Let us discuss the performance of the top 3 models. For each model, we first
highlight the scenarios where the model yielded the best results, and we then emit
hypotheses justifying why each model performed better in these specific scenarios.
This short discussion will not dive into the functioning of the models.

As a first general note, random forests, support vector classifiers, and logistic
regression models are in general among the best classifiers. That is, in a wide variety
of unrelated classification problems, they often yield good performance results.

Random forest produced good results in all prediction tasks: it obtained the best
results in at least one subtask for each predicted week, especially for the second and
third week. The strength of the random forest classifier lies in its very low variance
in its predictions. It is pretty robust against changes in the predicted output given
slight changes in the feature values. In our case, we have many numerical continuous
features found most of the time over a relatively small spectrum; as such, slight
variations in feature values are more frequent. Consequently, compared to other
classifiers, the random forest classifier might stay consistent in the patterns identified.
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The support vector classifier model produced the best results in the majority (3
out of 4) of the subtasks for predicting dropouts during the second week. However,
it did not produce any best results anymore for the subsequent weeks. Our intuitive
justification is that there are fewer available positive data points in the prediction
tasks of weeks 2 and 3. Support vector classifiers need a minimum number of particular
data points for both classes, data points called support vectors, to distinguish the
two classes and produce noticeable results.

Finally, Logistic Regression produced better results as the prediction tasks pro-
gressed: from zero best results for predicting week 2 to two best results for predicting
week 4. This observation suggests that this model becomes more suited for classifica-
tion problems with few positive data points but more features for predicting dropouts
later in the course schedule. Inherently, logistic regression is a robust linear model
that scales well with a higher number of features and can better identify the (linear)
relationships across these features. We then hypothesize that logistic regression
classifiers produce better results for latter prediction tasks because of the dropout
tradeoff: the increase in discrimination power of subsets of features combines well
with the inherent power of the models.

6.2.4 Answering the research questions
Finally, given the evolution of the performance scores and our ranking of the different
analysis types, let us answer the research questions.

RQ2.1 In a real-life scenario, browsing analysis data would allow us to identify at
least 68 % of early dropouts with good accuracy (78% minimum). However,
this type of data is the least discriminative of students dropouts.

RQ2.2 In a real-life scenario, time analysis data would allow us to identify at
least 74 % of early dropouts with relatively good accuracy (81% minimum).
In particular, time analysis data yield consistent and stable results across
weeks. As such, we could use time analysis data in scenarios where a consistent
prediction power is necessary.

RQ2.3 In a real-life scenario, position analysis data would allow us to identify at
least 79 % of early dropouts with relatively good accuracy (82% minimum).
In particular, position analysis data produced the best results among the
individual analyses. Position analysis information could be used primarily for
very early detection (e.g., second week). However, it seems that performance
drops for more unbalanced scenarios; as such, we should not use position
analysis data in scenarios where a consistent prediction power is necessary.

RQ2.4 In a real-life scenario, leveraging a full dataset would allow us to identify at
least 81 % of early dropouts with relatively good accuracy (82% minimum).
Combining different types of features related to patterns of students browsing
the online course improves our prediction performance compared to specific
features. Moreover, combining different features seems to become more efficient
than using a single analysis dataset as the number of dropouts diminishes.
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6.3 Discussion and relation to previous work
In this section, we discuss only the second research question about predicting students
dropping out using our fine-grained browsing data. Since fine-grained browsing data
was not analyzed in the past, and since the problem of predicting dropouts was
less tackled in past research, we will compare this study within its more global
context. We situate this work under the broader context of predicting academic
performance using log data, that is, data collected automatically and non-intrusively
from students’environments. Let us highlight some aspects of the research conducted
in previous literature that differs from or matches this study. In particular, we will
primarily refer to articles in our synthesis of recent research into predicting academic
performance.

Context of the study. We collected our data from a single introductory program-
ming course given at the university level, a popular context among recent studies in
computing education [26], [28], [19], [20] [35].

Data collection mechanism. This thesis presented browsing log data collected
automatically and non-intrusively by a JavaScript component. In particular, we
can compare our data closely with data collected by learning management systems
[31], [32], [21], [35], [28]. The main difference is that data collected by learning
management systems cover multiple types of factors, as we saw in table 2.2. On
the other hand, our data focuses exclusively on one type of factor: students’online
materials.

The reader might argue that using another type of browsing data is unnecessary
as we could leverage data collected by existing systems. In particular, for learning
online materials data, we could use click-stream data or data collected more generally
by learning management systems. However, click-stream requires active users’ active
actions, while LMS data typically looks at students’ motion transitions only at the
page level. We collect the type of data: (1) passively generated (does not require
user actions) and (2) allows analysis at a lower or more fine-grained level than the
pages. Nevertheless, we agree that this type of data would not be as helpful for all
types of online courses. For instance, if the online course is paragraph-based, each
page contains one small main paragraph of explanation, browsing data collected by
traditional learning management systems would provide the same insights.

Factors used and methodology. Moreover, studies leveraging learning online
materials features relied mainly on statistics of student study sessions (number of
learning sessions [31], [22], the total or average length of learning session [28]) or on
the number of times students browse course pages [35]. However, in our study, in
addition to study session-related variables, we computed several other metrics related
to students’ online learning behaviors. Nevertheless, even though we introduced sev-
eral new factors in this study, the type of these factors (and the methodology applied
to compute them) remains similar to previous studies. We can summarize these
types in three main categories: counts, time-spent, and frequencies (or percentages).
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The only exceptions are our abstract distance factors that rely on the novel concept
of distance measure. To the best of our knowledge, the notion of distance measure
introduced, emanating from our concepts of ordering and position, is novel.

Recurrent thematics in recent litterature. We previously discussed our obser-
vations about the recurrent thematics in methodologies employed in recent literature
(section 2.2.4.3). In this discussion, we argued that we observed two categories of
papers. Papers from the first category focus on analyzing high-level features collected
automatically from a learning environment [34] [23]. Paper from the second category
dive more profound in the analysis by constructing more complex representations
and or abstract features from low-level data [34] [23]. We specified that these two
types of papers define both ends of a large spectrum but that most papers tend
towards one of these two edges. We believe that our study does not escape this
general observation. Our work leans toward the first category, in the methodological
aspect.

We collected low-level data about students browsing the online programming
course, and we created a model of interpretation of the data. We use this model to
transform the data to match our abstract representation of how students browse the
course. In that aspect, our work matches the second category of articles. However,
from this transformed data, as mentioned previously, we mainly computed high-level
statistics of count/time-spent/frequency type. As such, we did not construct abstract
features, except the distance measures.

Nevertheless, as touched upon in the discussion, both categories of papers are
essential to advance our research. This work studied the use of fine-grained browsing-
related data to understand students’ learning processes better and predict academic
performance. Because this work is quite novel, we believe adopting a high-level
predictive approach is necessary to grasp how valuable the data can be before. We
believe that our findings showed, at least in a local context, positive results and
suggest that we should investigate further in that new direction of research. The
modeling approach should be the next step in that research direction. We discuss
the research possibilities in more detail in the future work section of the conclusions
chapter.

Formalization of the problem. We defined dropouts using the concept of activity.
However, this definition is not novel, as it was used previously by past studies [52].
Moreover, we formalized detecting dropouts as a sequential multitask classification
problem, where we identify students dropping out each week. We can compare this
strategy with the strategy employed by most previous studies, which use a median
split for the definition of the active class to identify, for instance, students in need
of assistance. In that case, studies often define students in need of assistance as
students which performance measure is inferior to a median threshold (e.g., course
grade inferior to 50 % [52], or grade point average below 2.0 (C) [25]). Generally, this
formulation leads to more balanced datasets for the subsequent prediction task(s). In
our case, however, as we observed, the task of detecting students dropouts becomes
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increasingly more challenging as the number of dropouts each week decreases. To
counterbalance the problem, we computed our metrics individually across the different
weeks analyzed instead of computing the metrics over the whole period. However,
most previous studies compute their statistics over the whole period analyzed.

Machine learning classification. In order to predict students dropouts, we
adopted the classical strategy of solving each task as a classification problem. We
relied on the same popular models as used in the previous studies, as seen in table 2.5.
We found that all previous recent studies relied either on a training, validation, and
test split [26] [29], or on cross-validation [31] [29] [37] for measuring the performance
of their models. In our scenario, with a small dataset, we believe that a stronger
nested cross-validation strategy yields less positively biased results. The primary
metric used in this study to evaluate the performance of these models was the f2-score.
For completeness, we also reported the results of the models on important evaluation
metrics (see table 2.6) such that the reader can compare the results of this study
with other research.

Results obtained. However, it is essential to remind the reader that one can not,
and should not, rank the performance obtained by different studies, mainly because
the context of the studies is different, and, as just explained, the problem formulation
might differ. Nevertheless, we can state that the performance obtained by our best
models is on par, in terms of accuracy, with the performance of the best models of
studies that looked at predicting students dropping out [35].

6.4 Limitations of the study
In the previous section, we discussed several aspects of our study and compared
these aspects to previous related work. In that discussion, we highlighted several
sparsely covered areas that our work tried to address. However, our study is still not
free of limitations. In this section, we outline several of these limitations. For each
limitation, we quickly propose our plans to remediate the problems.

Limitation of the data. The data collection tool has several limitations. The
component does not tag dynamically loaded elements within commented code blocks,
animations windows, and assignments/exercises windows. However, the missing
elements are an essential part of the textbook. On the one hand, the illustrations
convey important theoretical information to the reader. On the other hand, the
assignment windows are the focus of the course. In our analysis, we decided to
focus exclusively on the tagged textual elements. Consequently, our analysis of how
students browse the course misses some crucial aspects of students’ learning process.
However, in our future work, we plan on improving the pheromones data collection
component to address this issue.
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Limitations on the model of interpretation. One significant limitation of our
model is that we created it based on several assumptions not backed up by research.
For instance, what is the reading style of a student? In our model, we assumed that
students read each visible element on the screen, from top to bottom, and spends
time reading proportionally to the length of the paragraph (ignoring the dynamical
elements). Moreover, we defined four reading modes with arbitrary threshold values.
These model assumptions are at the basis of the analysis, which in turn influences the
results, and finally, impacts the very nature of observations and our interpretation of
students browsing behaviors. In future work, we plan on leveraging other types of
data to confirm (or reject) the assumptions taken. These assumptions are the main
threats to the validity of our results.

Limitation on the validation of the prediction models. Moreover, this study
only used data collected from a single course instance. Ideally, we should have
leveraged data collected from several course editions. This multiple course instance
data collection is essential for validating our machine learning models and evaluating
their generalisability. In our future work, we plan to train our models using data
collected from one semester to detect students dropping during a subsequent semester.

Limitations on the results. Finally, we did not compare the relative quality
of the performance of our models against the performance of models trained (in
the same context) on different types of data (such as assignment-related data) to
compare the relative efficacy of fine-grained browsing data. More importantly, we
are also missing a baseline model to compare the performance benefits of the metrics
obtained in the different analyses. In future work, we plan on collecting different
types of log data (e.g., fine-grained browsing, assignment-related, discussion-related)
on multiple course instances to determine the extent to which each type of data
compares to the other type. We also want to investigate how combining different
types of log data improves prediction performance.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

In the previous chapter, we discussed the results obtained, related our methodology,
and our findings to previous work, and highlighted several limitations to our study.
In this chapter, we conclude the work conducted for this thesis. We summarize what
we did, list the implications of this research, and outline several ideas for future
research.

7.1 Research summary
The objective of our work was to shed new insights into students’ learning processes
and determine whether these insights could be related to a measure of their academic
performance. We appropriately defined two following two research questions:

RQ1 How do students browse online course learning resources?

RQ2 How do students’ browsing patterns relate to their course performance, defined
as dropping out of the course?

We presented fine-grained browsing data and we argued that this data would allow
us to answer such research questions with more details. The thesis then proceeded
to illustrate how to answer the questions with the browsing data.

For that purpose, we collected our proposed data in an introductory programming
course offered during the first period at Aalto University in Finland. We then
introduced a model of interpretation of the data adapted to the course instance
selected. Subsequently, we transformed our data to match the model description.

The data interpretation model allowed us to refine our first research question
into several sub research questions linked to different dimensions of the model and
different aspects of students navigating the online course:

RQ1.1 Which browsing actions are students making while navigating the online
course?

RQ1.2 How are students transitioning between the different browsing actions?
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RQ1.3 How are students managing their time?

RQ1.4 Where do students spend their time in the content of the course?

RQ1.5 How and to which extent do students consider the content of the course?

RQ1.6 How are students making progress through the contents of the course?

To answer these sub-research questions, we computed several statistics on the
transformed data. Our analysis of the distribution of general statistics and the
comparison of these distributions allowed us to emit answers or, more precisely,
hypothesize on possible answers for each sub-research question. We report the
following findings:

RQ1.1 The results of our analysis of simple count and time statistics of students
browsing actions, as defined by the model, suggest that: within the materials (1)
students are fast information seekers, (2) students focus mainly on visualizations
and assignments, and (3) students stay around the same position but move
non-linearly. Moreover, (4) students do not access supplementary pages, and
(5) students often switch between reading the materials and programming on
their personal computers.

RQ1.2 The results of our analysis of students’ transitions from moving to reading
actions and from reading to moving actions highlighted the association between
a low level of concentration and motion across different material pages, which
supports our hypothesis that (6) students seek information across different
material pages.

RQ1.3 The computation of how students divided their time into study sessions
weekly and in a daily manner showed how students manage their study time
with different strategies. Mainly, the result suggests that (7) students have
their typical study session strategy, (8) these strategies favor few long study
sessions over multiple short study sessions, (9) students have procrastination
tendencies.

RQ1.4 The results of our analysis of time spent on different pages and important
sections of material pages suggest three things. First, (10) students do not feel
the need to use supplementary pages (except for setting up their programming
environment). Second, students spend most of their time (11) inside the
material pages working on assignments, and third (12) students spend a lot of
time programming on their personal computers.

RQ1.5 Our analysis of the percentages of covered sections suggests that each reading
mode defined by our model is employed differently by students. The results
mainly imply that: (13) students are more likely to ignore or put less focus on
parts of the materials that are not related to assignments, and (14) they will
solve the assignments with attention.
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RQ1.6 Finally, the computation of our abstract distance measure, and the compu-
tation of simple distance in steps across important sections, shed light on the
concept of students’ progress while studying. Our results support our previous
finding that students mainly stay around the same position (3) and suggest
that students directly connect concepts taught across assignments.

To answer the second research question, we presented a framework for detecting
students dropouts that we adapted for developing warning applications. In this
framework, we proposed to identify students’ dropping out by solving multiple
classification tasks. For these classification tasks, we leveraged statistics computed
in the previous analyses to answer the following sub-research questions:

RQ2.1 To what extent can we identify students dropping out using browsing analysis
data?

RQ2.2 To what extent can we identify students dropping out using time analysis
data?

RQ2.3 To what extent can we identify students dropping out using pattern analysis
data?

RQ2.4 Can we improve the results by combining different categories of metrics?

To answer these research questions, we leveraged popular classification models
used in previous studies. We evaluated these models across the weeks predicted, first,
on the independent datasets to answer RQ2.1, RQ2.2, RQ2.3, then on the combined
dataset to answer RQ2.4.

To answer RQ2.1, RQ2.2, RQ2.3, in summary, each type of individual dataset
(thus information from each analysis type) would allow us to detect early dropouts
with relatively good performance. In a real-life scenario, we could detect at least
68% of the dropouts, with a minimum accuracy of 78 %.

To answer RQ2.4, in summary, combining all metrics of students browsing im-
proves our prediction power: We could detect at least 81 % of the early dropouts in
a real-life scenario, with a minimum of 82% accuracy.

Our results thus suggest that the way students navigate and engage with a
course is predictive, at least to some extent, under specific contexts, of their interest
in participating. Such results also motivate further research into the predictive
capabilities of fine-grained browsing data.

7.1.1 Main contributions
Let us highlight the main contributions of the thesis. This thesis’s first and primary
contribution is the construction of a model of interpretation of the data. Indeed,
this interpretation model is at the core of the analysis and the methods developed to
address the two research questions. In particular, the reading and moving high-level
actions can be extrapolated and used to model browsing for all other types of courses
where we would collect fine-grained browsing data. We can also apply the concepts
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associated with the model (time-spent, ordering, position, and distance) directly
to other types of courses. One can argue that the model is not directly applicable
because we designed the moving action subtypes according to the particular structure
of O1. We argue that the thesis illustrated how to construct the moving action
subtypes according to the structure of the course studied.

The second contribution of this thesis is a set of methods that describe the kind
of statistics that we can obtain from analyzing different dimensions of the model.

The third contribution is a framework of analysis for detecting dropouts. The
framework proposes a weekly-based detection of dropouts defined using the concept
of activity. We defined the framework to match the objectives of warning applications
that aim to prevent early dropouts, particularly for courses that emphasize a weekly
schedule. Although individually, the weekly-based formulation and the dropouts
definition are not entirely novel, as similar but not identical strategies were used in
the past, the combination and the use of both are, to the best of our knowledge, a
new contribution to the research community.

The fourth contribution is a machine learning pipeline to evaluate the performance
of classification models employed in the proposed framework. This pipeline yields
performance estimates that are as unbiased as possible while still allowing future
research teams to investigate a broad spectrum of modes and configurations.

7.2 Research implications
In this section, we briefly outline what the conclusions and contributions of this
study imply for research in computing education.

In theory, for research related to predicting academic performance using log
data, we extended, the category of type of data that can be collected and studied,
in particular, log data related to how students browse online courses. Moreover,
the study suggested that browsing related data does possess predictive power into
detecting students dropouts, and as such, can be investigated in a deeper level.

In practice, we can now better monitor how students navigate online courses.
In particular, we believe the browsing information could help educational teams
in two ways: (1) identify students dropping out early, (2) identify components of
the course that they could redesign or improve to facilitate students’ learning. The
thesis studied the applicability of the first point (1). The second point (2) was
proven by a previous work [53] that leveraged the same type of browsing data. We
argue that we can use some of the methods presented in this study, for instance, the
time spent on important sections identified by pattern mining) to better identify
elements of the course that could be improved. Concretely, we could shape this
work by developing an API that would allow educational teams to monitor students’
usage of their courses to follow individual students’ progress (1) and the general
class progression (2). We could also include the fine-grained browsing information
collection mechanism directly in existing learning management or other systems that
collect other types of log data.
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7.3 Suggestions for future research
Let us highlight exciting and promising areas of research. We drew the following
suggestions from our review of the literature and the results and limitations of our
work.

7.3.1 Diving deeper
The work was mainly exploratory. We explored the different dimensions of the data;
however, we stayed at the surface level, be it in the metrics computed (as touched in
the discussion chapter) or in the models used to predict our measure of academic
performance. We thus propose to focus on two objectives.

The first objective would be to confirm assumptions made about how students
browse online materials to reinforce the construction of student browsing models.
The second objective would be to analyze students browsing online courses deeper
by relying perhaps on more abstract concepts. As touched upon in the discussion,
this analysis of how students browse online courses should now adopt the modeling
strategy instead of computing simple high-level statistics. For instance, what are
students browsing strategies? We could answer this question by clustering students
based on their browsing actions or using, for instance, a Hidden Markov Model.
Then, we could detect different profiles of students, study how these different profiles
browse courses differently (using perhaps the strategies detected previously), and
eventually, relate these profiles of students to measures of academic performance.

For instance, other exciting research questions are: what are the different profiles
of students that navigate online courses? Do students change profiles over time?
How do different types of students use different browsing strategies?

Following that, we suggest studying, independently, different analysis frameworks
for the problem of students dropping out. The goal would be to identify what would
be good ways to frame, ways that might depend on the course context, the problems
of detecting students dropouts. Following that, we suggest studying, independently,
different analysis frameworks for the problem of students dropping out. The goal
would be to identify suitable ways to formalize the problem of detecting students
dropouts. For instance, one should ask how activity levels relate to dropping out.
For this last step, we can replace dropping out with another measure of performance.
In particular, we believe that there is a link between the problem of identifying
students dropping out and the problem of identifying students in need of assistance.
Indeed, we hypothesize that students who dropped out of a course needed assistance;
however, they decide to opt-out instead of asking for help. Similarly, students who
need assistance (using the popular definition of students who are likely to obtain a
grade inferior to the median) might be students who hesitated to drop out of the
course (for instance, because they do not have the necessary background). As such,
they might display similar behavior as dropout students.
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We also suggest that we should investigate how students browse online courses,
for better understanding students’ learning processes, before and independently of
studying how we can relate these learning processes to different measures of academic
performance.

7.3.2 Combining different types of data
However, we suggest conducting this research about how students browse online
courses as part of more general research about log data. Indeed, we firmly believe
that combining different types of log data is necessary to complete the full picture of
students’ learning processes.

We need to combine different types of (log) data and study their interactions to
understand students’ learning processes fully. Indeed, we must acknowledge that we
have a narrow view of students learning using exclusively browsing data. However,
we can fill many limitations in our data by relaying other types of log data (e.g.,
programming data) and even non-log data (e.g., interviews). For instance, our data
did not distinguish when students left the course domain, whether they were working
on assignments or searching for information on the internet. However, if we had
access to programming information data, i.e., snapshot data, collected for instance,
from the IntelliJ environment, then we could have understood students’ interactions
between working in the materials and programming on their computer.

The thesis also showed that combining features related to different aspects of
students’ browsing helps improve prediction performance. Indeed, our multi-analysis
datasets provided better results than any individual analysis datasets employed alone
(in most scenarios). We can assume that we can extend this principle further. We
argue that combining multiple types of log data will improve our ability to predict
different performance measures.

As such, we should put the individual steps presented before about research in
browsing and the associated research question outlined into a broader analysis of
students’ online learning. As an illustration, the question "what are the profiles
of students when navigating online courses?" should be part of a broader research
question such as "how do students alternate between browsing online courses, solving
programming assignments, and discussing online."

7.3.3 On the need of standardization
Finally, let us conclude with a few words about the state of current research. One of
the most significant issues in research about predicting academic performance is the
lack of frameworks, standardization, and international collaboration. We argue that
the community should collaborate to develop a set of procedures and baselines to
improve the general quality of education. Let us highlight a few of the particular
aspects that we need to address collectively.

First, as mentioned in the related work section, there is no agreement into
definitions of different academic performance metrics and which definition we can
use under specific contexts and goals.
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Then, studies also put a high emphasis on which features are predictive of a given
measure of academic performance and how predictive models are performing under
these specific features. However, which feature is important, and how performant
models are under these features is highly dependant on the instructional context of
the specific course instances under which the data used is collected. Mulitple research
endeavors focus on developing predictive models that could generalize everywhere
but often overlook the effects of these instructional contexts. We argue two things.
First, we believe such studies should ask the following questions: How should we
take instructional contexts into account when developing machine learning model
pipelines? Is there a way to encode these instructional contexts into the learning
pipelines?. Second, we argue that our first goal should not be to develop one single
model that we could employ in all courses instances. Instead, at least in a first
global step, we should aim to develop general techniques and methods, which, when
applied to specific courses (or case studies), would in turn yield the necessary and
adapted patterns or insights. In other words, we should first generalize the procedures
for creating, evaluating, and using predictive models, not the models themselves.
Moreover, we should always frame the results obtained in the specific context under
which we obtained them. Then, these results should be compared with results
obtained under similar context, for validation, and different contexts, for comparison
of the factors that might influence the findings. It is important to note that we do
not claim that there should be one specific definition , or in general, one specific
methodological path to follow. What we claim is that there should be agreements
into which definitions and methodologies to apply under different context and use
cases.

7.4 Final words
Let us conclude with few words about the critical aspect of educational research. We
can realize the importance of our research when we consider the source of our data
and the process that generates it: students’ learning. Students from the University
of Aalto, most of them in their first year, interacted with the course to acquire
knowledge. Since the course is an introductory programming course, the knowledge
they acquire at this step is primordial as it will shape the rest of their studies, and if
we extend the line, it will shape the rest of their careers. During the work process, it
can be easy to forget that we deal with human behavior, and it might be possible
that in the middle of such work, as it happened to us, we forget about the nature
and the importance of our research. However, by putting back into our minds the
main reasons for all this research, we realize that the objective behind the struggle is
very concrete. Without exaggeration, we can say this research does and will continue
to impact the lives of multiple people positively.
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Appendix A

Machine learning

As explained in the thesis’s main content, inside the inner loop of the nested cross-
validation procedure, we search for a good combination of both model hyperparameters
and subsets of features. The search procedure uses scikit-learn’s grid search. In the
two following subsections, we list the parameters of the techniques investigated, and
we refer the reader to scikit-learn’s documentation [49] for explanations of how these
parameters influence the corresponding models or transformers.

Model hyperparameters
This subsection lists the hyperparameter space searched for each machine learning
model used in this study. For each model, in the inner loop of the cross-validation
procedure, we experimented with all possible combinations of the listed parameters’
values:

• LogisticRegression

– class_weight: balanced
– solver: liblinear
– C: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1

• Decision tree

– splitter: random, best
– min_weight_fraction_leaf: 0.0, 0.05, 0.10

• SVC

– class_weight: balanced
– kernel: linear, poly, rbf
– degree: 2, 3, 4
– gamma: auto, scale
– C: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1
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• Perceptron

– penalty: l1, l2

• RandomForest

– max_features: auto, log2, None
– max_depth: 10, 20, 30, None
– min_samples_split: 2, 3, 4, 5
– min_weight_fraction_leaf: 0.0, 0.05, 0.10

Feature selection
In this subsection, we list the feature selection techniques used in the evaluation
pipeline to reduce the dimensionality of the data. We experimented with both
univariate and embedded feature selection techniques.

Univariate feature selection.

• SelectKBest

– score: f_classif, mutual_info_classif, chi2
– k:

√
M , where M is the number of features in the input data

Embedded feature selection. We used the logistic regression and the random
forest model, with the listed hyperparameters, for selecting subsets of features using
the SelectFromModel transformer from scikit-learn, with a maximum number of
features (the max_features parameter) set to

√
M :

• LogisticRegression

– class_weight: balanced
– solver: liblinear
– C: 0.1
– penalty: L1

• RandomForests

– n_estimators: 300
– max_features: auto class_weight: balanced
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